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SYNOPSIS 

The spatial growth of ;,n·e-br~.(down ionization currents 
11 

bct\1een parallel plate electrodes has been investigated in hydrogen, 

heliUL1 and neon. A pyrex glass experioental tube has been constructed 

containing gold evaporated filo electrodes and having e variable 

electrOde separation. n of less th~n 10-9 Aesiduel gas pressures c lJf:ls . 

Mg . were obtained by means of ultra high vacuum techniques. 'i'he 

hydrogen used was obtained by the thermal decocposition of uraniun 

hydride whilst both helium and neon have been purified by cata-

phoresi s. 

The Davies and Milne and the Heydon and Robertson 

analyses have been applied to the measurements of pre-breakdown 

ionization currents as e function of electrode separation, from 

which the first Townsend ionization coefficient has been 

deteruined as a function of E/ po for the range 50 < E/po < 450 

voits/cm.cr.1 .Hg . in hydrogen , 10 < E/ po < 1000 volts/cm.r.T.l.Hg. 

in helium, and 30 < E/ po < 1000 volts/cm.mo. Hg . in neon. Values of 

alp given by both analyses were found to agree over the full range 

E 
of / p investigated. Raising the residual gas pressure fron 10-9 

~.Hg. to 10-5 orn .Hg . was found to cause a 20% increase in alp 

t E/ p / a = 400 volts cm.mn.Hg in hydrogen . The final values of al p 

in hydrogen agree with those of r,~att but fall below those of other 

determinations . a/ p in heliuo and neon Vias also found to be lower 

than previous results, the ?ercentage discrepancy increasing as 

2./ p decreased . These discrepancies arc attributed to the increased 



purity of the present gas samples. 

The variation of the generalised secondary coefficient, 

W/a , \Olith E/ p was also determined from both pre-breakdown current 

data and from breakdown ~otential measurements. W/a was found to 

be a monotonic function of E/ p in hydrogen but peaks were noted in 

helium and neon due to the strong excitation and metasta~le states 

of these gases . Deviations fror.1 Paschen ' s law have been observed 

in all the gases investigatec , Vs being found to be a function of 

pods and of electrode sepqration and of ~ressure seperate1y . This 

has been explained in terms of photon absorption in the gas, geonetric 

photon loss from the discharge and the decrease in ionization as the 

mean free path increases with decreasing pressure. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE BASIC PROCESSES 

INTRODUCTION 

All gases are good insulators SO long as they are dry and 

only a small potential difference is applied across them. Ho ever, 

a gas that has been exposed to ultra-violet light, X-rays, or the 

radiations from radio-active material, po s 3esses appreciable conduct

ivity. 50 also do gases generated by electrolysis or drawn from 

the region around a flame. It is found that even the atm?sphere 

possesses a slight conductivity due to cosmic radiation. 

It was not possible to study in great detail the mechanisms 

by which a current passes through a gas until the electron was post

ulated by Stoney in 1891, Following this, much work was done on the 

subject by J.J. Thomson, J.S. Townsend, P. Langevin and many others 

in the Clarendon Laboratory at Oxford. In their work two approaches 

may be seen, the atomic approach of Thomson, (1), and the macroscopic 

approach of Townsend, (2, 3, 4) who studied the mechanism of the 

actual discharge. These two fields have come together again in the 

present day study of thermonuclear and plasma physics. Unfortunately 

the parameters associated with current growth in a gas are not all 

agreed upon and it was with two of these in mind that the work 

presented in this the!is was initiated. 

The var.iation of current flowing in a gas, I, as a function of 

the applied potential difference between the electrodes, V, at 

constant pressure, P, and inter-electrod~ gap distance, d, is not a 
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simple one, as may be seen from Figure 1. At low values of V no 

current will flow unless some ionizing radiation is incident upon 

the gas or the cathode surface to produce an initial current 10 • 

If this is present the current will build up as V increases, but if 

the radiation is removed the current will collapse. At 11' def inite 

value of V, termed the sparking potential, V , the' current becomes 
s 

self-maintained, that is, the radiation may be removed without the 

current collapsing. The value of this sparking potential is 

characteristic of the gas-electrode s,ystem and varies with both 

pressure and the inter-electrode gap distance, d. It is in this 

region below the 'sparking potential that the theory evolved by 

Townsend, and given in this chapter, is obeyed. 

Once the ~parking potential has been reached and a 

self-maintained discharge occurs, the current flow is dependent 

only upon the external circuit. A higher current tlow in the gap 

may be achieved by reducing the external resistance of the circuit 

and, ~f this resistance is lowered sufficiently, the applied 

potential may al so be reduced ne the current increas·es. When the 

current reaches a high enough value, about 10-3 amps, the normal 

glow discharge occurs, which starts as a narrow discharge and increases 

in size as the current increases until it covers the whole electrode 

surface. Throughout this normal glow discharge region the current 

density is constant but, once the glow has f Hied the gap it becomes 

stable and further current increase can only be obtained by increasing 

the current density. This can be achieved by further decreasing 
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the external impedance of the circuit and increasing the applied 

potential once more. The current then builds up into the abnormal 

glow discharge, when currents in the order of 10-1 amps flow, and 

eventually an arc passes between the elctrodes and currents as high 

as several hundred amps may pass. 

The work presented in this thesis was carried out 

entirely in the To~msend region. 

1.1. Excitation and Ionization 

An atom is said to be excited when an electron is 

raised from a lower to a higher potential energy. It may be caused 

by the atom colliding with an electron or an ion and the kinetic 

energy of the high energy particle being converted to the necessary 

potential energy, or it may be caused by the absorption of a quantum 

of radiation of the correct frequency. In the case of excitation 

by electrons, the angular momentum of the atom-electron system with 

respect to the common centre of mass must be conserved. Hence 

6p = PI - P2 
where PI is the angular momentum of the system before impact, P2 

is the angular momentum of the system after impact and ~P is the 

change in the angular momentum of the atom, As 6p is quantized 

its values can only be integers of h/2rr. Hence 

6p = 6J (h/2rr) 

where AJ is the change in the inner quantum number. This means 

that the probability of excitation will be zero until the incident 

electron has a kinetic energy equal to the excitation energy and for 
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electron energies higher than this the electron can balance the 

angular momentum and carry away the excess energy. 

The time during which the atom is excited is about 

10-8 seconds after which it decays back to the ground state in one 

or several jumps. The electron may be excited to a state from 

which it cannot decay spontaneaously, that is, a metastable state. 

Metastable atoms are destroyed by impact ith another p~rticle. 

If the probability that the excited atom will emit a photon on 

decaying is high and conversly, the probability of an atom being 

excited to that state by the absorption of radiant energy is large, 

the state is known as a resonance state and the radiation termed 

resonance radiation. 

Since quite a high energy is needed for excitation 

very few atoms or ions will be able to excite by collision since 

they are relatively ~low moving. The much smaller electron 

however has a much higher velocity and hence most excitation is due 

to electron~atom collisons. The probability of excitation defined 

as "the number of electron collisions leading to the required tran

sition, divided by the total number of collisions per electron" is 

given for helium in Figure l~ and the various energy levels to 

which the atom may be excited is given in Figure 2. 

Ionizatimmay be regarded as an excitation in which 

the electron is removed to infinity. The probability of ionization 

as a function of incident electron energy closely resembles the 

case of excitation to a singlet level, Figure 3. 
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1.2. The First Townsend Ionization Coefficient 

The interpretation of the spatial growth of the pre-

breakdown currents flowing between parallel plate electrodes in a 

uniform electric field was evolved by Townsend in 1900 (2, 3, 4). 

He found that the current flowing, I, \,/as directly proportional to 

the initial photo-electric current, 10 , and increased exponentially 

with the inter-electrode gap distance, d. Hence 

I = 10 ead 1.1. 

where a is the proportionality constant termed the TOlYnsend first 

ionization coefficient and is defired as the average number of 

ionizing collisions made by one electron advancing 1 co. in the 

direction of the applied electri~ field, E. This expression only 

holds if the ratio of the electric field to the gas pressure, E/ p 

which is a measure of the mean electron energy, is kept constant. 

Townsend found empirically (4) that alp is a function of 

E/p and that the relationship is of the form 

(J./p = A expo - (BViP) 1.2. -E 

where A and B are constants characteristic of the gas used and 

Vi is the ionization potential of the gas. The form of this 

expression, although involving several important approximetions 

which will be discussed in Chapter 3, nevertheless gives good 

agreement with experimental results over limited ranges of E/p • 

It is significant to note that this was the first time that the 

concept of an ionization potential had ever been used. 
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A more useful approach to the Townsend first ionization 

coefficient is to consider it as the number of ioni=ing collisions 

an electron undergoes whilst falling through a potential difference 

of 1 volt. The coefficient termed 9, has the advantage of being a 

function of EJ p itself and it connected to ~ by the expression 

1.3. 

Since ~ is the number of electrons produced on 

collision of the primary electron travelling 1 cm. in the direction 

of the field 

ex=\liJ_ 
Vd -where J i is the frequency of ionization on collision and Vd is 

the mean drift velocity of the electron in the field. 

where ~ is the electron mobility coefficient 

~ = ~ i/lJE or 9 = ~i/~2 
From a consideration of equation 1,1. it is evident 

Since Vd = J.1E, 

1.4. 

that a graph of logei.v.d. should be a straight line of gradient ex. 

As may be seen from Figure 4 this is observed at low values of d, 

but at higher values the current tends to rise faster than if it were 

8 simple exponential function of d, until, at a definite gap 

distance, d~,the current increases very rapidly and becomes theoret-

ically infinite. When this occurs the current flo~ in the gap is 

said to be self-maintained, that is, the current continues to 

flow even though the photo-electric current, !o, is reduced to 

zero. 
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1.3. The Second Townsend Ionization Coefficient 

The extra ionization observed as d approaches ds' 

indicated by the upcurving of the current growth curves, was 

attributed by Townsend to ionization of the gas molecules by positive 

ions formed in the primar,y ionizing collisions, (5,6). This was 

a logical conclusion at the time since, at this early date, Tomsend 

thought.that the primary ionizing collisions were caused by negative 

ions, not electrons, and hence it \'Ias natural to assume that the 

positive ions also could ionize. He therefore postUlated a new 

current growth equation which fitted both the linear part of the 

curve and the upcurving 

I = 10 (a-(3) exp. (a.,,) d 

a-(3exp. (a-(3) d 
1.5. 

where ~ is the mean number of ionizing collisions made by each 

positive ion per centimeter of path in the field direction. 

In 1923, however, HoIst and Oosterhuis (7), found that the 

sparking potential, which depends upon the secondary coeffiCient, 

varies with cathode material as well as with the gas used. This 

seemed to indicate that ionization of the gas atoms by positive ion 

collisions ,.,as not the predominant process, but a cathode dependence 

is explained if electron emission by positive ion bombardment 

of the cathode is the chief operative mechanism. ~ current growth 

equation was derived for this process tmich is of the same form as 

that postulated by Townsend for the (3 process, 

I = Ioexp. (ad) 

l-y[ exp. (ad) -IT 
1.6. 
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where y is the coefficient for this mechanism and is 

defined as the number of electrons emitted from the cathode per 

positive ion produced in the gas. 

It is now I<nown that theI'e are six possibl e secondary 

mechanism whioh can contribute electrons to the discharge, so 

causing an upcurving in the current growth curve as d approaches 

ds • Three of these processes are due to bombardment of the cathode 

and three are due to collisions in the gas. 

Cathode Processes 

1 . Electron liberation by positive ion bombardment 

of the cathode: 

2 . Electron liberation by excited or metastable atom 

bombardment of the cathode: 

3 . Electron liberation by photon bombardment of the cathode. 

Gaseous Processes 

1 . Ionization by positive ion collision 1ith gas atoms : 

2 . Ionization by excited or metastable atom collision 

with gas atoms : 

3 . Ionization by photon collision with gas atoms. 

Unfortunately the variation of I as a function of d 

is of the same form for each mechanism and hence it is not possible 

to separate them by a theoretical analysis of the current growth 

curves. For this reason, all the secondary coefficients are 

combined as the generalised secondary coefficient, which, to a first 
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approximation, has been sho\vn by Druyvesteyn and Penning to be the 

arithmetic sum of all the individual secondary coefficients, (8). 

Equation 1.4. thus becomes 

I ;: locxp.(cxd) 
l-{J)/CX[ expo (ad) -1] 

Since all the above possible me chanisms do not apply 

1.7. 

to the conditions under which the work presented in this thesis 

were carried out, it is necessary to consider these processes indiv-

idually and to decide which of these will contribute to the value of 

W/a obtained from the present ork. 

Electron Liberation by Positive Ion Bombardment of the Cathode 

A positive ion, incident upon a metal surface may be 

reflected, 'either with or without loss of energy; it may also 

cause sputtering of the surface, (9, 10, 11), or it may cause an 

electron to be emitted. 

The emission of electrons from a cathode surface due to 

the incidence of high energy positive ions is thought to be a 

thermionic effect due to intense local heating of the cathode at the 

point of impact, (12). This is supported by the fact that the 

energy distribution of the ejected electrons is that which lould be 

expected from thermionic emission, (13). 

For slow positive ions, the process of electron liberation 

can occur in two stages. When the ion is very close to the surface 

of the metal it may be neutralized by an electron from the filled 

energy bond of the metal entering 8 level of equal energy in the 
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ion SO long as such a level is empty or half-empty, Figure!. An 

excited atom is thus formed having an excitation energy Ee. Most 

of these excited atoms are forced less than 10-7 cms. from the 

cathode and, since the positive ion drift velocity, V, is of the 

order of l05cms/scc. the ion is only excited for 10-12 secs. 

before striking the cathode. In this short time the ion is 

unable to fall to the ground state and emit a photon in the 

conventional manner, and hence a radiationless transition of energy 

from the ion to the cathode occurs which can eject another electron 

from the metal. 

The initial neutralization is most likely to occur when 

(J = E· - E 1 e 

where (J = work function of the metal 

El = ionization energy of the gas atom . 

Therefore Ee = (Ei - ~) 

But if E is the energy of the final ejected electron 

E = Ee - (J 

E = E. - 2s1 
1 

Hence if Ei > 2(1 and Ee > (J an electron may be emitted by this 

mechaninm. 

An alternative one stage process is also possible if the 

positive ion can penetrate the potential barrier before capturing 

an electron. In this process trio electrons are involved at the 

same time , one being captured into the ground state of the ion and 

the other being emitted . 
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Hagstrom has determined the effect of bombarding an 

atomically clean metal with positive ions of the rare gases (15, 16, 

17,18 ,19), Figure 6, and has shown that the "one- step" process 

is the main one (20). 

Electron Liberation by Excit ~d and Metastabl e Atom Bombardment 

of the Cathode 

Von Engel (2l) has shown that mctastable atoms incident 

upon a cathode surface cause secondary electron emission due to 

their possessing potential energy. 10-2 electrons per incident 

metastable atom are recorded in mercury (22) and still greater 

yields in the rare gases, (23). 

Metastable bombardment of the cathode is not of great 

importance in hydrogen since the metastable state i s so weak that 

it is easily destroyed at lo~ pressures by a moder ate el ectr ic 

field. In the rare gases, e.g. helium, the effect of metastable 

bombardment is not negligable. In helium the 2S3 and the 

2S1 states can both cause electron liberat ion. Hagstrom (2), has 

claimed that a two-stage electron ejection process similar to the 

two-stage positive ion process given above , is probable for metast-

able atoms incident upon the cathode . 

atom is first resonance ionized provided 

(J > Ei - Em 

The incident metestable 

where Em is the energy of the metestable state , and the ion so 

formed is then neutralized by an Auger process. 

Since the me t ast eble atom is uncharged and hence not 
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influenced by the electric field it is unlikely thet more then 

about 2070 of those formed in the gap will be incident upon the 

cathode even at small gap distances. Despite this I however, 

Dorrestein , (23), found that when heliu~ atoms were bo~lnrded by 

22 e .v. electrons, so producing both metastable atoms and excited 

atoms which gave photons , the metastable atoms ~ere four times mo r e 

effective in liberating secondary electrons from a platinum cathode 

than were the photons. 

Since excited atoms have a lif e of only about 10-B secs . 

they have little chance of reaching the cathode and hence it appears 

that , in hydrogen, neither of these processes will contribute to 

Wla, whereas in the rare gases the effect of metastable atoms can 

be considerable. 

Electron Liberation by Photon Bombardment of the Cathode 

When an excited atom decays to the ground state 

it loses energy. This energy is usually emitted as a photon , which, 

if incident upon the cathode, can cause secondary el ectron emission 

from the cathode. From a consideration of Figure 7, it may be 

seen that the least energy required for an electron to escape from 

the metal is e~, therefore 

h J 0 = et> 

where h = Plnnck's constant 

Vo = threshold frequency 

For photons of higher frequency 

I ~ 1 2 
-V h = ev + '2 mV 1.B. 
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From these considerations it may be seen that to release an 

electron from a gold surface for which ~ = 4.7 e .v., a photon must 

have a wavelength of less than 2630 R, i.e. the radiation must be 

in the ultra-violet region. 

Since the electrons emitted come from different depths 

in the conduction band of the metal an energy distribution of photo-

electrons is obtained. Such a distribution of el ectrons from a 

gold surface is sholm in Figure 8 . 

Each incident quantum of sufficient energy is capable 

of ejecting an electron . Only a small percentage are actually 

emitted, however. The number of electrons emitted per incident 

quantum is termed the photo-electric yield and is a function of the 

lmvelength of the radiation, Figure 9. 

The effect of this mechanism on the spatial growth of 

ionization in a gap has been studied by Bowles (24), ~~le (25, 26, 

27) and by Druyvesteyn and Penning (8). The latter have 

published curves showing the percentage electron energy lost in 

various processes vhich indicates that Q marked excitation peak is 

present in hydrogen at values of E/ po < 100 volts/cm.cm. g . 

In practice however this peak is not observed. 

Ionization by Positive Ion Collisions with Gas Atoms 

Two types of positive ion-atom collisions are possible, 

elastic collisions in which no change of internal energy is 

experienced and inelastic collisions during which the internal 

energy of the particles is altered . For an elastic collision 
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toE; = 2mM .E~ 
(m+m) 2 

where 6£; is the energy loss of the positive ion, m is the nass of 

the positive ion, and 1\1 is the mass of the gas atom . 

masses are about equal 

Therefore 

t£. 
1 

M:. 
1 

Since the two 

1.9. 

From this expression it is seen that Q positive ion loses half 

its energy at each collision and since many collisions occur et all 

but very low pressures « Imm.Hg.), few positive ions will ever 

give enough energy to undergo inelastic collisions. \'Jhen an 

elastic collision does occur three phenomena are possible, firstly 

the atom may become excited and reverting to the ground stete enit 

a photon, secondly, charge transfer may result, and, thirdly, ionization 

may be caused. Charge transfer results in the formation of slow 

ions and atoms having energies in the order of the initial ion. 

An ion which has sufficient energy to engage in charge transfer 

becomes a neutral atom retaining most of its velocity whilst the 

atom which has given up an electron and becomes a positive ion, 

starts with zero velocity, is accelerated in the field and eventually 

may undergo a further reaction. The probability of charge transfer 

decreases as the positive ion energy increases in heliuo whereas in 

hydrogen a maximum probability occurs at an ion energy of about 

5000 volts, Figures 10 , 11. For any of these processes, the reaction 

must take place in Q time equal to or less than the period of internal 
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vibration of the system , since otherwise the electrons would have 

time to rearrange themselves whilst momentum is being t·rensferred . 

Since ions need at least 300 e . v. (25, 26, 27), to ionize an atom 

by collision in hydrogen , and even more in hel iuo, it seems unlikely 

that this process is of i mpo rtance in the range of Ejp discussed in 

this thesis . 

Ionization by l\ie tostable and Excited !'.tOIJ Collisions with Gas At.oms 

im excited atom , on faUing to the ground state , eeits e photon, 

the energy of \'Ihich is equal to the excitation energy of the excited 

atoc . Since the excitation energy , and hence the photon energy , 

must be bel ow the ionization energy, this photon cannot ionize other 

unexcit ed atoms of the same gas . I n gas mixtures, however , uhere 

the ionization energy of one gas is bel ow the excitation energy of 

the other gas , this process can be important (28 , 29) • Indeed it 

is the basis of the process known as cataphoresis which is discussed 

in detai l in Chapter IV . If in a pure gas the photon froe the decay 

of an excited atom is incident upon a further excited or metasteble 

atom , this second atom may be ionized. Since the probability of 

this is very smoll due to the short life ti~e of the excited atom , 

this process will only be significant at high gas pressures. 

Although metastable atoms suffer many collisions during 

their life time the probability of ionization is negligable since 

the metastable energy level must be below the ionization energy 

level and the collision of two metastabl e atoms or a cetastable a tom 

and an excited atom which coul d produce an electron , ill be very , 
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rare . 

1.3.6. Ioniza t ion by Photon Colli sions with Gas Atoos 

For a photon to ionize an atom in the ground state the 

condition 

Dust apply, where h is Planck's constant . Most nbsorption occurs 

when 

h J ~ eVi 

Since the only radiat ion present in the discharge is that from 

the decay of excited atoms discussed above, this process may be 

neglected in a pure gas at low pressures. 

1.4. Recombination 

'i~en positive ions and el ectrons are present together 

in a gas there is a finite probability that they wi ll react to form 

a neutral atom . The excess potential energy nay then be evolved 

as kinetic energy of the atom or as a photon . If the latter is the 

case the frequency of the photon wi ll be given by 

h J = eV. + K 
J. 

vhere K is the kinetic energy of the incident electron and Vi is 

the ionization potential of the atom . 

Since the Townsend first ionization coefficient is determined 

by measuring the actual spa tial growth of ionization, the value 

obtained will appear to be l ower than the true value if recombination 

is present . To a llow for this equation , 1 . 6. must be ~itten 
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= (-iL)[ exp.(cx-a)d-(...L)] a-a a-a 1.10. 

1~ (-iLl[ exp o (a-a) d-l]] 
(iL a-a 

there a is the recocbination coefficient. The probability of 

recombination will decrease as the relative velocity of the electron 

and ion increases, since the time during which the particles are 

near to each other and can attach is decreased. The probabil ity 

ill increase as the effective diameter of the ion increases, that 

is it ill be larger for excited ions than for normal ions. Since 

the electron velocity is a function of E/ p , the effect of recombin-

ation should be noticed at low values of E/ p • 

observed, Figure 13. 

Thi s is indeed 

In the helium discharge the molecular ion He; is the 

principal ion at low values of E/ p « 10 volts/cm.mm.Hg.), since 7070 

+ of the ions ere He2 (30) and its mobility is al~ost twice that of 

the atomic ion He+ , (31). This molecular ion can undergo dissociative 

recombination so :-

He~ + e --> He* + He 

where He* represents an excited helium atom. 

It would , therefore, be expected that some indication 

of this would be apparent at low values of E/ p • 

1.5. Breakdown Criterion 

For a discharge in the absence of any recombination or 

electron loss processes , it may be seen from equation 1.7. that the 

current flOWing, I , is dependent upon 10 • For the current to have 
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a finite value when 10 is zero, as happens ~hen breakdown occurs, 

the denominator of this expression must be zero, that is 

1 - w/a [exp . (ad )-1] = 0 s 
1.11. 

This is taken as th~ criterion of a self-naintained 

disch3 rge and indicates that the sparking distance, ds , is dependent 

upon the generalised secondary coefficient , W/a , which in turn 

dep~nds upon the cathode surface . If d is kept constant and the 

potential difference of the electrodesis increased the potential 

difference at which the above expression is satisfied is termed 

the sparking potential, Vs . V 5 is defined as the lO\1est potential 

difference at which a current will flow. through the gas without the 

aid of any electron producing radiation . Since Vs is dependent 

upon w/a the sparking pot ential may be used to determine values of 

the secondary coefficient as a function of ~/Po so long as values of 

a/po os a function of E/po are also known. 

If equation 1 .11 . is ['earranged and w/a and a/po are 

functions of E/ po only it is seen that 

1.12. 

This was found empirically by De la Rue and Muller (32) 

and by Paschen (33) who gave his name to the l aw . This function 

is seen to have a minimum value which should correspond to the value 

of E/ po at which the ionization efficiency is a maxirnun, Figure 14. 

For the case in which recombination processes are 

operative equation 1 . 11 becomes 
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1 - W/a (~)[ exp .(a-a)d-l] = 0 
~a 

1.13. 

where a is the recombination coefficient analogous to a and i s 

defined as the nunber of electrons which recombine per cc . of path 

at OOC and 1 cm .Hg pressure. B,y applying equations 1.10 and 1.13. 

to the observed loge i.v.d. curves, the value s of a, a and W/a 

can be obtained by a process of curve fitting. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter the relevant theory of pre-breakdown currents 

and of breakdown itself have been considered together with the 

various mechanisms which can contribute to the generalised secondary 

coefficient. The theory has been sholYn to apply to the range of 

pressures considered in the present work . 

To understand the need for the present determinations 

it is first necessary to consider the previous work in this field 

hich will be given in Chapter 11 . 



2.1. 

CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATIONS 

D,C . ~easurements in Hydrogen 

Many of the early experimental investigations of the 

spatial growth of ionization l'Iere hampered by limitations in the 

techniques involved. Early attempts at measuring the primary and 

secondary ionization coeffi cients were affected by the presence in 

the gas studied of impurities of the residual gas left after the 

experimental tube had been evacuated. Very little outgassing of 

the experimental apparatus was employed and although mercury 

diffusion pumps were used, liquid air trapping of the mercury 

vapour was not . Against this background, therefore, it is credit

able that the results obtained from the original york of To,msend 

(4, 5, 6) and the early work of Ayres , (3 4) , are so close to modern 

val ues, particularly as Bowls , (11), later sho\'/cd , that mercury 

contamination could increase the value of alp by as much as 500/&. 

Despite the inevitable doubt as to the absolute values 

obtained from these determinations , many valuable trends 1ere 

observed. Using slightly better equipment than Townsend or Ayres , 

HoIst and Oosterhius (7) and Penning, (35), observed that the 

secondary ionization coefficient 'las cathode dependent, so showing 

t at secondary electron emission must be predominantly a cethode 

mechanism not a gaseous process os postulated by Totmsend. That 

this variation had not been observed before has been attributed to 

the fact that both these groups used liquid air trapping betwe n 
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their mercury diffusion pumps and experimental tubes so obtaining 

mercury free surfaces, whereas earlier workers had mercury contamin

ated cathodes which resulted in all cathode 08terials having the 

same surface. This hypothesis , which \'IOS put fon'lard by Locb , was 

investigated by Bowls (11) who obtained values of alp and (J)/a as 

functions of E/ po in pure mercury free nitrogen. It was found 

that different cathode materials gave t otally different curves of 

(J)/a v. E/ p and that when the cathode was contaminated with mercury 

agreement was reached with Townsend's results thus supporting Loeb's 

theory. 

Ha l e (36, 37, 38) using the same apparatus as Bowls , 

redetermined the ionization coefficients in hydrogen. Tank hydrogen 

was purified over a purification train and the experi:nental tube 

was baked at 4250 C for severel hours. Li quid air trapping was 

extensivly used, Since a/ p is the measure of a gaseous process 

it is not surprising that similar values of a/ p as a function of 

E/ p ere obtained with cathodes of nickel, aluminium on nickel and 

platinum. rfuen sodium hydride on nickel was used as the cathode, 

however, values of alp obtained Vlere 10<1/0 higher at 10 ~ values of 

E/ p than those from the other cathodes. This ,'/as attributed to the 

presence of a stable volatil e compound of sodium which had a low 

ionization potential and which was being ionized by the excited 

states of the hydrogen . The occurrance of excited hydrogen atoms 

in the discha rge yas supported by Hal es ' values of (J)/a cal culated 

from the upcurving of the spatial growth curves et low pressures . 
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These results gave a sharp peal< in the w/a. v. E/ p curve et an 

E/ p of 131 volts/ cm . Gffi .Hg . for the aluminium and the nickel cathodes 

and at E/ p = 120 volts/ cm . mm .Hg for the platinum cathode. The 

peaks were assumed to be due to photo-electric emission from the 

cathode by photons emitted by the decay of excited hydrogen atoms, 

whil st the variat ion in the value of E/ p at which it occured was 

attributed to the alumi nium nnd nickel cathodes having been cleaned 

in a glow discharge whilst the platinum had not. From the values 

of W/a obtained from current growth data , Hale calculated the 

sparldng pot ential , Vs . This was found to show some discrepancies 

with Observed values of Vs in which case the calculated values were 

always higher than the observed values . The explanation of this 

vas that the cathode surface was non-homogeneous which resulted in 

the observed sparking potential relating only to the region of lovest 

work function and highest W/ a whereas the values calculated froo 

pre-breakdown measurements woul d be an average va lue over the 1hole 

surface . 

The results obta ined by Ha le are given in Figures 15 

and 16 and are compared with other determinations in Figure 17 . It 

may be seen that his results do not agree with yres va lues or ... lith 

l e ter determinations . Contamination of the gas or of the electrode 

surfaces or a systematic error in the measuring iffitruments cannot 

be ent irely ruled out but more recent fork with the same type of 

apparatus, (39), has foiled to repeat Hale ' s values. 

It high pressures Hale found no upcurving in the loger.v.d . 
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curves, an effect which had ~revi ously been noticed by Sanders , ( 40) , 

but , whereas in Sanders ' work th.e equipment hed been suspect , this 

did not apply to Ha l e . On the bnsis of this Loeb and Meek , ( 4l) , 

put forward the streamer t heory of br<!akdo 1n t o try to explain the 

me chenism whereby a discharge can become self-mainta ined '/ith no 

apparent secondary processes . More recent work , however, (42, 43), 

has shown tha t even at high pressures upcurving does occur and that 

Tovnsend theory i s applicable even at pressures of several hundred 

millimetres of mercury . 

In recent years techniques have improved to a very great 

extent . Residual gas pressur es hove been lowered to less than 

10-9 mm .Hg. by oeans of ultra-high vacuum techniques and the 

extension of the outgassing process, gas purity has been i mproved 

and a much higher standard of instrunentation has been achieved . 

Despite all these advances , however, perhaps the most i nportant 

advence in Qodern determinations is the realisation that secondary 

effects are present at even 10.'1 wlues of inter-elect rode gap 

distance and that this will give a f a l sely high value to the 

gradient of the linear portion of the current growth curve . This 

must hence be allowed for by a mathemati ca l analysis of the current 

growth data in order to obtain true values of both alp and W/a as 

function s of E/ p. It is surprising that until the present 

investigations no one determination has incorporated all these 

facili ties . 

In 1950 Llewcilyn-Jones and Davics , (44), carried out 
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experioental determinations of breakdolm in hydrogen in an atterapt 

t o investigate how the (J)Jcx v. BJ p curve varied with the thickness 

of an evapourated filo cathode . Unfortunately the CX/p v. E/p values 

obtained by Hale were used as they were accepted as the oost 

accurate until 1956. Photo-el ectric peaks were found thich 

decreased as the cleanliness of the cathode increased, Figure 18. 

In 1956 both Hopwood, Peacock and -Hlkes, (43), and Rose (39), 

redetermined the ionization coeffici ents in hydrogen. The work of 

the former was aimed essentially at deteroining over what range of 

pd the Townsend theory was applicable . To this end the spatial 

growth of ionization was followed to within Cl few percent of 

breakdo\m at pressures of up to 700 mms .Hg . In all cases 

breakdown wos preceded by upcurving of t he loge I.v.d. curve so 

substantiating the Townsend theory up to a value of pd = 2800 

mm .Hg .cms . at least. The vacuum techniques for this work '/ere not 

very rigorous . A residual gas pre ssure of 10-5 mm .Hg . ras used 

a long with commercial grade hydrogcn,purified only by being passed 

through liquid air traps . The values of CX/p published were obtained 

straight from the slope of the linear section of the current growth 

curves, no ana ly sis being applied . They agreed at E/ p > 30 voltsl 

cm . mm .Hg . with Ayres results , but not \lith Ha l e ' s . Indeed this 

was only one of several indications that Hale's results lere not 

as accurate as they had previously been considered. 

In order to check th~se results fully Rose , (39) I undertook 

to determine CX/ p as a function of E/ p over a range of E/p froo 20 
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to 1000 volts/cm.mm.Hg. A rigorous baking procedure was adhered 

to and a residual gos pressure of 10-9 mm.Hg. was achieved. Just 

before each run the cathode surface was bombarded by a high current 

pulsed discharge in pure hydrogen during which the cathode temperature 

rose to about 800oC. Extensive liquid air trapping was employed 

and the hydrogen used wes obtained trom the decomposition of 

uranium hydride. Hence every care was taken to ensure that the 

results obtained would be for pure hydrogen and not a contaDinated 

gas. Unfortunately three criticisms can be levelled against this 

work, tirstly, the cathode was of bulk metal which experience 

indicates will outgas even after cleaning in a glow discharge, 

secondly, the cathode was in the form of a Rogowski profile, (45), 

which, although it would reduce field distortions would not eliminate 

them 8S would a guard ring assembly (46), and thirdly, no analysis 

was used to compensate alp for the effect of w/a at low values of 

cl . The results obtained agreed with Ayres values, except at low 

values of Elp, and with the results of Hopwood, Peacock and Wilkes 

in the range in which they overlapped. Agreement could not be 

reached with . &le even hen a system the same as Hale's was used, 

Figure 20. 

The first mathematical bnalysis of spatial current 

growth measurements was carried out in 1957 by Crompton, Dutton and 

Hoydon, (42), Only a limited range of E/p was used, 

(2o<E/p<25 volts/cm.mm.Hg.), but within this range alp. fell below 

the corresponding values of Ayres and of Rose but agreed quite well 
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"ith more recent values. Values of alp 'and wla for both a silver 

and a nickel cathode were measured before and after a glow discharge 

was passed . It \'Ias found that the primary coefficient remained 

unchanged whereas the secondary coefficient was considerably reduced 

by this cathode clean-up. This work also showed that the 

mechanism of breakdown in hydrogen is the same at a pd of 100Omm.Hg.ccs. 

as it is at 50 mm .Hg .cms •• 

In 1958 the research group at Swansea published the 

results of two important pieces of work. The first by Jones and 

Llewellyn-Jones, (47), used a glass experimental tube containing 

bulk metal electrodes of 3 ems. diameter. The hydrogen was obtai ned 

by the electrolysis of barium hydroxide and dried by standing over 

phosphorus pentoxide. It was then passed through hot palladium 

thimbles to a tube containing reactor grade uranium turnings lvhich 

had previously been baked at 45poC in vacuum. In this way the 

hydride of uranium was formed which when heated to 3000 C would give 

off pure hydrogen. However, it was believed by Rose and experience 

in these laboratories indicate that a tecpereture of 8000 C - lOOOOC 

is required. Measurements were taken over a r ange of 40 < E/p < 350 

volts/cm.mm.Hg. and the maximum error estimated at ±~. The 

results obtained by taking a from the linear section of the current 

growth curves agree well with those of Rose, but after correcting 

for secondary effects by the Crompt on, Dutton and Haydon method the 

final values of alp were lower than previous ~eterminations, 

particularly at high E/p , Figure ZOo 
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The work of Davies , Dutton and Llewellyn-Jones, (48), 

was carried out at pressures between 250 and 450 mm.Hg.. W/a 

was calculated from the upcurving of the loge I.v.d. curve and, as 

in previoug determinetions, it was found that W/a was dependent 

upon the cathode material . Unlike previous measurements, however, 

Davies et al found a pressure dependence as well with W/a decreasing 

as p increased. From this it was initially postulated that back

diffusion of electrons to the cathode was the predominant process 

but this had been shO\1n to be a function of E/p only, (1,49,50). 

However , if photo-dxcitation of the gas is considered a possible 

process presents itself. Any photons in the gap must have come 

predominantly from the anode region and hence must cross most of 

the gap before striking the cathode. If thes~ photons interact 

1ith gas molecules the molecules will be raised to excited states . 

As stated in Chapter I, at low gas pressures these interactions 

are negligable but at higher gas pressures they become appreciable 

and will be dependent upon the pressure alone. If the excited 

molecule falls to the ground states with the emission of a photon 

the o~Jy net effect will be that the direction of propagation of 

the photon has been changed and the overall effect will be a 

dispersion of the photons which will have a negligable effect on 

w/a. If, however, the ~olecule loses its excess energy on collision 

by dissociating, the photon will not be re-emitted and its energy 

uill be lost to the discharge. On the assumption that at this 

low value of E/ p aQfo of all secondery electrons were produced by 
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photo-electric emission from the cathode, the variation of W/a with 

Po was calculated theoretically and was found to give good agreement 

with the observed points, Figure 10. 

The work in these laboratories was initiated by D.E. Davies 

and the first determinetions were published by Davies and Milne in 

1959, (51). Values of fJ were obtained in the range 40 < 'E/ p < 500 

vOlts/cm.mm.Hg . to an accuracy of ± 2%. The original experimental 

tube used incorporated bulk meta l electrodes, the inter-electrode 

distance, d, being changed by means of a large screw assembly . A 

residual gas _ pressure of less than 10-5 mm .Hg. was not possible 

with the tube and the large amount of bulk metal meant that a high 

i mpurity content was inevitable and that rigorous outgassing was 

not feasible. Because of this a new experimental tube, made alcost 

entirely of pyrex glass, was constructed containing evapourated 

metal film electrodes on a glass substrate. As may be seen from 

Figure 21, three electrodes were used , one of the upper electrodes 

being the anode and the lower electrode the cathode. Both of these 

were of copper evapourated on to glass at a gas pressure of less 

than 10-8 mm.Hg. The other upper electrode, on to which a gold 

reference surface was evapourated, was attached to the glass 

support by means of crossed tungsten strips which enabled it to 

vibrate when the tube was tapped. Using this electrode the 

work function of the c~per cathode could be measured by the Xelvin 

contact potential difference method. All metal within the systeo 

was rigorously outgassed by eddy current heating and the glass Was 
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baked at 420°C for many hours. With such extensive outgessing 

possible, ultra-high vacuum techniques enabled residual gas pressures 

of less than 10-8 mn.Hg. to be obtained. The main disadvantage of 

this arrangement was that the inter-electrode distance was fixed 

which meant that the current growth h'1d to be st'..:c!ied as a function 

of applied potential, changing the preGsure so as to keep the value of 

'7/ !.J P constant . This procedure necessari ly td,es longer than varying 

d with the result that 10 may change during the run. 

An analysis was developed to be applied to the cleta 

obtained which gave true values of f) and (;)Ia.. The values of alp 

as a function of E/p obtained from the analysis I lay well below 

those obtained from the linear section of the current growth curve. 

The uncorrected values of alp agreed with those of Rose and of Ayres 

but the corrected values fell above the determination of Jones and 

Llewellyn-Jones, Figure 20, This disturbing feature led Davies and 

~att, (52, 53), to develop Q new tube with variable gap distance . 

This type of experimental tube which was similar to those used in 

the present determinat ions, i, 'J sho~m in F iRnre 7.2. It was made 

al most entirely of glass with gold film electrodes evapourated on to 

a glass substrate. The anode was supported by a glass rod running 

in a horizontal V groove. At the end of the rod was a soft iron 

slug enclosed in glass 50 that the whole anode assembly could be 

coved from outdde the tube by means of a solenoid . Field distortion 

was eliminated by including a nickel guard ring around the cathode. 

The experimental tube and the ultra-high vacuum systec were baked for 
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almost a week at 4S0oC. Hydrogen wes produoed by the electrolysis 

of barium hydroxide solution, dried over phosphorus pentoxide, 

passed through two heated paI18di~~ th imbles and stood over reactor 

grade uranium turnings, contained in a vitrosil tube, ~hich had been 

outgassed previously at IOOOoC. The hydride of uranitl!: wus thus 

forced which, "'hen heated to 3000 C, decomposed with the evolution 

of pure hydrogen. 

Using a Ferranti B.D.PiI.4. electrometer valve, Davies 

and ~att obtained spatial current growth data which f~S analysed 

by the Davies-Milne analysis. The values of alp obtained agreed 

with Jones and Llewellyn-Jones for E/p < 100 volts/cm.mm .Hg" but 

for higher values of E/p, alp fell significantly lower showing a 

saturation value of alp = 2.2 ionizations/cm.mm.Hg, for 

E/p > 300 volts/cm.mm.Hg., Figure 20. The secondary coefficient, 

00/0., was calculated from both the 108e r.v.d. curves and froD 

Paschen curves using the freshly determined values of alp. It 

was found that Wla was a monotonic function of E/p , no photo-electric 

peaks being evident. From the Paschen curve data, however, curves 

at different pressures did not coincide so indicating a deviation 

froe Paschen's l aw. This observation, which corroborated the 

variation of w/a with pressure found by Jones and Llewellyn-Jones, 

was pursued by calculating the variation of w/a with d using both 

current growth data and sparking potential measurements , The 

results, which are given in Figure 23, show that w/a increases 

rapidly as d decreases at 10\'1 vo1ues of electrode separation, butat 
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high values (d > 0.7 cms.) w/a is virtually constant. This 08y 

be explained both by an increase in photon loss as the solid angle 

subtended by the cathode at any point on the anode increases, or 

by adsorption of photons in the gas since photons ill be produced 

near the anode and must cross the gap to the cathode before they cen 

contribute to the discharge. Th~att favoured the forcer of these 

explanations but more recent work by Smith (54) in mercury vapour 

has indic~ted that the change in w/a at low electrode separations 

is an order of magnitude too high for geometric loss to be the main 

consideration. 

2.2. D,C. Determinations in the Rare Gases 

As ia the case of hydrogen, the early determinations 

of the Townsend ionization coefficients in the rare gases were 

carried out in gases of relatively high impurity content and under 

doubtful vacuum conditions, judged by present day standards. The 

negligable reactivity of the rare gases as advantageous in that it 

could be safely assumed that the gas would not react '71th the walls 

of the experimental tube or with the cathode material, but it also 

rendered the purification of these gases very difficult . The only 

method of purification known at the time of Gill and Pidduck, 

(55,56), Townsend and tiacCallum, ( 57, 58), and Kruithoff and Penning , 

(59, 60), was the empirical process of estimatins which impurities 

were present and passing the gas over an absorption train so as to 

remove them. This process, however, would not remove rare gas 

impurities from another rare gas, e.g . neon from helium. 
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As early as 1908 Gill and Pidduck detennined the primary 

ionization coefficient in heliun. The gas used was adoitted as 

being only 990/0 pure and further purification was attempted by stand-

ing the gas over charcoal at liquid air temperatures. This, 

however, did not rcoove neon impurities which tended to give a 

falsely high value of (X/P. Zinc electrodes "ere used and the 

quartz window I positioned so as to allow ultra-violet light to 

fall on to the cothode through a hole in the anode, was sealed to 

the experimental tube by plastic ceoent . The apparatus 'I8S not 

air-tight but it was estimated that the leak ~ould not appreciably 

effect the primary coefficient . Due to inadequate liquid air 

trapping, mercury vapour was present in the experimental tube 

along with organic vapours froo the Ityaseline" sealing grease . 

Hence it is not surprising that the values of alp as a function of 

E/ p obtained from this determination fall significantly above the 

results of subsequent investigations, Figure 24. 

The next determination was that of Townsend and lilacCalluo 

who determined the ioni~ation coefficient in neon in 1920, (57), and 

in helium in 1934, (58). A glass experimental tube was used with 

parallel pl ate nickel electrodes of 3.5 cms. diameter. The gas 

used was first passed over hot copper oxide to remove any hydrogen 

present and then stood over carbon ot -leOoe. The systea was out-

gassed at 300 - 400°C and then flushed out with the gas to be used. 

'/hen the gas ,.,as in the system a high frequency discharge was applied 

J1th t e intention of ionizing any iopurities, probably hydrogen. 
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It was expected that the electrons wou~be attracted to the walls, 

so leaving the gas positively charged which would act to repel the 

impurity positive ions to the \rells where they would be absorbed . 

This also acted as a test for purity since the colour of the 

dischorge changes as the icpurity content chonges. The main criticism 

of the method is that once the h .f. discharge is removed, it seeos 

highly probably thot the impurity atoos will tend to return to the 

body of the gas. From the current growth data obtained, values of 

alp were found for both neon, Figure 25, and helium, Figure 24, along 

\1ith values of W/a in these gases. The values of alp for heliuc 

in the range 12 < E/ p < 97 volts/cm.om.Hg. fell considerably lower 

than those of Gill and Pidduck and this can certainly be ascribed to 

the increased purity of gas obtained. A further reassuring feature 

of this work is that the sparking potential, Vs' was observed to 

increase as the gas purity increased as would be expected. The 

opposite effect was observed by Gill and Pidduck. Curves of W/a 

as a function of E/ p obt ained from this work showed no photo-electric 

peaks in either gas. 

The only comprehensive study of the ionization coefficients 

of the rare gases is that of Kruithoff and Penning, (59, 60) , hich 

was extended by Kruithoff alone, (61). Copper electrodes,S ems. 

in diameter were used, the anode being pierc~d by 50~l mm. holes to 

alloW the ultra-violet light from a hot cathode 500 watt quartz mercury 

lamp to fall vertically on to the cathode. The cathode could be 

moved relative to the anode by means of a lorge bulk oetal scre 
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assembly which was connected to the main body of the glass experimental 

tube by means of a chrone iron ring and a cetal to glass seal, Figure 

26. The experimental tube was baked at 4000C for only one hour and 

then at 4700 C for Co further half hour which,in the light of present 

experience, seems hardly sufficient particularly as the tube contained 

so much bulk metal. The gases to be used were kept in glass bulbs 

on to the inside of which had been evapourated a barium film which, 

it wes estimnted, would absorb all impurities, apart from rare gas 

impurities, to less than 10-4%. Although the argon used contained up 

to 0.1% neon, the neon up to 0.3% helium, the krypton up to 0.9% 

xenon, and the xenon up to 0.1% krypton, it was thought that these 

icpurities would have no effect on a./p since the ionization potential 

of the impurity gas was always higher than the highest excitation 

pot ential of the bulk ga s. It is not cade cl ear how these 

impurities were identified. If it were from the fact that the rare 

gases cannot be perfectly separated by fractional distilation" then 

it would seen likely that the neon \yould contain some argon and the 

argon may even contain some xenon. Also ~ith so little outgassing 

of the experinental tube carried out, it seems more than possible that 

non-rere gas impurities lIOuld also be present. 

Kruithoff and Penning studied the current growth by 

observing the variation of current with potential. Since they began 

their measurements at very small values of gap distance and hence at 

low values of applied potential difference, details were ob~erved 

that had not been noticed previously. The current growth curves for 
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ges - mixtures showed a stcpwise increase of current fith voltage, 

the size of the step increasing as the percentage of added gas 

increased. Figure 27 shows these curves for traces of argon added 

to neon. The stepwise nature of the current gro\rth was credited 

to the ionization of the argon by the 16.6 e.v. excited state of 

the neon. When the electrons in the discharge have been accelerated 

sufficiently to have an energy of 16.6 e.v. they ~ill be able to 

excite the neon atoms and will themselves be left a l most stationary. 

The excited neon atons are able to ionize the argon atocs whilst 

the electrons begin to accelerate in the field once more. 

they have gone sufficient distance in the field to excite 

more neon atoms, a further step is observed in the current growth 

curve. Direct ionization of the argon was found to be negligable . 

The values of 0 as a function of E/ p obtained froo this 

determination, which or.e given in Figure 28, show that the maximun 

efficiency of ionization for the various pure gases increases as 

the ionization potential decreases and as the size of the atom 

increases and the mean elec~fon energy at which the maximum 

efficiency of ionization occurs decreases as the Qass of the atom 

decreases/which is to be expected. 

The most recent experimental determination of alp as 

a function of E/ p in helium was made by Davies, Llewellyn-Jones 

and Morgan at Swansea, (62). The gas used, which was supplied by 

B.O.C., as esti~ted as having less than eight parts per nillion 

impurity content. No indication is given of how this figure is 
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obtained. The helium used was purified by being stood over 

activated charcoal at liquid nitrogen temperatures and then passed 

through a titaniu~ trap . Doubt as to the final purity of the gas 

used in the determination rises fron two points. Firstly, the 

figure of eight parts per oillion of all impurities seems very 

opticistic since Riesz and Dieke , (63), found that forty five parts 

per million neon impurity a lone were present in "spectroscopically 

pure" helium. Secondly, the absorption technique used for the 

purification of the helium will not remove neon which , as indicated 

above, should be suspected of being the najor contacinant. This 

will tend to give falsely high values of alp at low values of 

E/p. 

The results obtained from this work are given in Figures 

29 and 30. Values of alp fall below all previOUS determinations 

indicating that, despite the above critiCism, this work is the most 

rigorous to date. At E/po = 60 volts/cm.mm.Hg. the ionization 

coefficient is found to be l~o lower than that obtained by Townsend 

and MacCallum and about 50% lower than that of Gill and Pidduck . 

The graphs of wla v. E/p show distinct photo-electric peaks at 

E/p = 27 volts/cm.mm.Hg . and E/p = 60 vOlts/cm.mm.Hg.. The 

determinatioffiof Davies et a l are limited by their only having 

measured alp up to E/p = 100 volts/cm.mo.Hg •• 

2.3. Measurement of A.C. Ionization Coefficients 

s has been shown in Chapter I, the first TO\ffisend 

ionization coeffici nt ? is given by 
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~ = Ji 
1JE2 

for a gas in a uniform steady field, where Ji is the frequency of 

ionization on collision and ~ is the electron mobility coefficient. 

An analogous ionization coefficient can be obtained for 

the case where the gas is subject to an ultra-high frequency field. 

In this case 

v/here D is the electron di ffusion coeff icient. Fror.l ~ I ? 
nay be found since Tovmsend showed that 

!l = D -j ~ 

Deteroinations of ~ have been made by Herlin and 

Brown , (64), MacDonald and Brown, (65) , and by Varnetin and Brown 

(66) • The apparatus used in all these determinations was similar 

to that given in Figure 31. A continuous-wave tunable rnagnetron 

,vas used as the power source, the power being fed into the resonant 

cavity and measuring devices via a variable power divider. A 

directional coupler was used to tap off a known fraction of the 

power which was measured by means of a thermistor element, the 

resistance of which was measured by a bridge circuit and which 

indicated the power incident on the cavity. This is analogous to 

the resistance chain and potentioceter of the d.c. circuit. 

The oajor advantage of this method is that no electrodes 

ere required and hence there are no secondar.y mechanisos to possibly 
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distort the ?v. E/ p curve. A possible disadvantage is that since 

the electron energy distributions are different for the a.c. and 

d.c. cases, discrepancies may occur between the values of ? obtained 

this way and those from d.c. measurements . Varnerin and Brown 

however found that for hydrogen, for which the mathematics may be 

sinpUf ied, there wa s good agreement with d. c. mea surement s and with 

theoretical evaluations, Figure 31~ -Later d.c. values, however, 

have tended to fall appreciably . lower at low values of E/ p• 

2. 4. Conclusion and Statement of Problem 

In the course of this chapter the most important 

determinations of the first and second ionization coefficients as 

functions of the ratiO of applied electric field to gas pressure 

have been summarised for hydrogen and the rare gases. Fror.l this it 

can be seen that appreciable discrepancies exist between all these 

results in hydrogen and that very little work has been carried out 

in the rare gases. Indeed no attempt has been made to determine 

a/ p in helium from which all traces of the other inert gases have 

been removed as well as non-inert gas impurities. The present 

a work is aimed at re-determining the values of JP for hydrogen 

using evapourated fil~parallel plate electrodes, ultra-high 

vacuum techniques and extreoely pure hydrogen and at determining the 

values of alp as a function of E/ p in helium and neon from which 

all contaminants have been removed. It is also intended to 

apprAise the effect that- the excited and metastable states of the 

rare gases have on the discharge at low pressures between gold 
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electrodes and to atte@pt to estimate the gaseous processes 

causing these effects. 



CHAPTER III 

THEORETICAL EVALUATIONS OF THE PRIMARY 

IONIZATION COEFFICIENT 

Theoretical cal culations of the values of alp and of ? 

as functions of E/p present several p~oblems, the most serious of 

. which is the difficulty in determining the eXCl ct form of the electron 

energy distribution, F(~ This not only varies from gas to gas, 

but also changes with E/ p for any one gas . A further complicat ing 

factor is the variation of the mean free path of the electrons, Ae, 

with Electron energy . This effect, known as the Ramsauer effect, (66), 

is perhaps most marked for the case of argon , whereas, for the gases 

involved in this discussion it is only small . 

If the electron energy distribution is known, along with 

the mean free path of the electrons in the gas, A e, the electron 

drift velocity, V~, and the ionization cross-section of the atom , Qi' 

the value of alp may be calculat ed at that particular value of Sip . 

To calcula te the variation of alp with E/p the variation of all the 

El above parameters with p must be known . Because of this most early 

derivations were limited to small ranges of E/p • 

3.1. The Electron Energy Distribution 

The first attempt to calcul~te the electron energy 

distribution in a gas subjected to an applied electric field was 

made by Pidduck (67), in 1913 and this has been followed by many 

other attempts, notably by Morse, AUis and Lamer (68), Druyvest.eyn(69), 
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Smit , (70), and more recently by Lewis , (71), and Heylen and Levds, 

(72) • From this work several conclusions may be drawn. If the 

electron density is low, so that there is lit t l e interaction between 

electrons, the energy distribution will tend towards a Druyvestyn 

di stribution. If , however, the electron density is high and 

electron-electron events erc co~mon, the distribution ap~roaches a 

rmxwel1ian distribution. In molecular gases, for example hydrogen, 

the Maxwel lian distribution is a good approximation since these 

gases have excitation level s , including vibrat ional levels, widely 

spread out up to the ionization potential . Hence i elastic losses 

begin at low energies and these losses are so distributed as to 

produce an approximately Ma~vel1ian distribution of the form, 

N(£) . d(f). ;; C )-;' 
~ 

exp- ( T) . d('i.) 

or N(t ). d(f ) =R!f' t ~ 
exp- ( f) . d( f) 3.1. 

where N ( ~ ) is the number of electrons with energies between ~ 

and f. + d(f) and i is the mean elec~ron energy . 

Druyves~yn derived a similar function to deal with the 

situation in which elastic collisions were prevelant . This was 

principally meant to apply to the case of helium , neon and argon in 

which the excitation levels all lie withi 8 few e.v. l s of the 

ionization energy. 

N(£). d(~) 

or N(f),d(f) 

The Druyvestey.) distribution is of'. th~ form 

= CIF exp o - 0.55 (l )2. d(f) 

)
7' £ 2 i. = 1.04 T exp o - 0 . 55 Cl) .d( 1) 3.2 . 

This distribution is much narrower than the ~xwell 

distribution predicting the occurence of less high energy ~lectrons 
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and hence a lesser degree of excitation and ionization. 

If the electron mean free path varies appreciably with 

energy , the distribution will be distored obeying neither the r;jaxwellian 

expression nor the Druyvestyn equation . For an expression to be 

obtained which allows for this variation, the cross-sections for 

elastic scattering, excitation and ionization must all be known as 

functions of el ectron energy . This complicates the equations a 

great dea l but Smit , (70), Lewis , (71), and Heylen and Le1is, (72), 

have all obtained expressions for F( f ) under these circumstance~ 

Smit calculated F (~ ) for electrons in helium using a method 

based on the Boltzmann transport equation . He assumed that in a 

steady state the number of electrons per second gaining energy I ~ , 

n t ( f ), '(as equa l to the number of el ectrons per second loosing 

energy , f, n"( £. ) 

i.e. 3.3. 

where the summati on is over all possible electron processes . 

An alternative method used by Holstein, (88), 1.lorse, 11is and 

Lamar, (68) end Margenau , (73), was to consider one possible process 

and to calculate the change in the number of electrons per second 

with energy between £ and ~ + dl~) as a result of this one process . 

The increase in el ectrons ith energies in this range is then given 

by 

[nl(£ + d€)-n2(f + dt)]- [nl(!) - n2(t)] = den! - n2) 
d£. 

which in the steady state for all such processes will be zero, hence 
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3.4. 

Comparing 3.3. and 3.4. it mny be seen that both are of 

the same form, so indicating that Smit' s assumptions were justified. 

From this starting point Smit calculated the value of F(£) 

for values of E/p from 3 to 10 vOlts/cm.mm .Hg •• 

This work lIas extended by Lewis in 1958, (71), and by 

Heylen and Le1is in 1963, (72). Lewis initially simplified the 

equations by neglecting losses due to elastic collisions but ey len 

and Lewis allowed for all possible mechanisms. Distribution functions 

were calculated for He , Ue and Ar in the range 5<E/p<250 volts/cm.Clf.l.Hg •• 

It Vias observed that at low values of E/p, e"/p < 20 volts/cm.mm.Hg.) 

heliUtl has an a lmost Unxwellian distribution whilst neon approaches 

Druyve s tyn • Neon , however, is found to have more electrons at 

energies above the excitation potential, (16.6 c .v.) than would be 

expected from the Druyvestyn equations . 

From the values of F(f) obtained (Figures 32 and 33), the 

diffusiQn ' coefficients and the mobilities 1ere deduced . These 

latter were found to agree well with experioental "time of flight ll 

measurements of nradbury nnd Ntel$on . The values of alp as f(E/p) 

calculated from this approach will be given below. 

3.2. Theoretical Evaluation of alp as f.(E/p) 

alp v. E/p curves are characterised by an elongated, 

horizontal S shape, a typical example of which is given in Figure 34. 

The value of alp rises slowly at first, since at low values of rl../ p 
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there are few high energyclectrons in the electron energy distribution 

and hence there is little ionization. As E/ p increases so the 

number of electrons capable of ionizing by collision increases, but 

the cross-section for ionization by impact decreases . Of these 

two variables, the former seems to be the prevalent factor, however, 

and the value of alp increases more rapidly with E/ p at higher E/p • 

At still higher values of E/ p the second factor becomes most 

important and the curve passes through a point of inflexion, at a 

value of E/p characteristic of the gas, and then tends to level 

off. At still higher mean electron energies, the probability of 

ionization, Pi, tends to decrease much more rapidly and hence alp 

would be expected to decrease. This effect has not been observed. 

As the electron energy distribution changes from gas ,to gas and 

varies ~ith E/ p for one gas no generel solution of a/ p as f(E/ p) 

is pm sible for al181res or over a ride range of E/ p for one gas. 

Von i::ngel and Steenbecl<, (74), attempted a theoretical 

description by considering an electron ffivsrm moving in a uniform 

field. Those electrons with energies above the ionization energy, 

Vi r are able to ionize. If the number of ionizing collisions per 

electron per second is Ji and Vd is the electron drift velocity, 

i.e. the distance an electron moves in one second in the direction 

of the field, then 

From a consideration of the kinetic theory and applying ~xwellts 
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distribution 
1 J i is proportional to pTe2exp.(-e~i) 

kTe 

where Te is the electron tempernture in oX. 

Also, 

E/ p T is proportional to 
e 

1 
Vd is pro,ortional to (E/ ,)2 

1 
Hence , since a is proportional to PTe2 exp.(-eVi) 

v;- kTe 

alp is proportional to exp.[-~ constcnt] 

(E/p) 

or since Vi is a constant 

alp = A expo [- B 1 
(E/ p) 

3.5. 

w!1ich is of the same form as equation, 1.2. This ~qU6tion can be 

~dc to fit the observed dota over limited ranges of E/ p by the 

insertion of suitable values of the constants A and B. The forc of 

the equa tion breaks down, however, when alp = 0, since it predicts 

that this should occur when E/ p = O. In practice, it is found that 

E/p is finite when alp = 0, c .g •. in hydrogen this threshold occurs 

at E/ p = 10 volts/cm.nj.Hg •• 

A more rigorous expression ~~y be derived by considering 

the frequency of ionization per electron , ~i' to be e~~al to the 

velocity of the electron, Y , divided by the distance an electron 

~U8t travel before it undcrgoea an ionizing collision, li' 

i. e . J. = V = V .p. Pi 
1 
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If the electron velocity distribution is f(u) then, 

). = !) V 1 • r u. 
1 

where ui is the ionization ?otential 

Since 
1 1 

V = L".~J2U2 
300m 

and a= )i 
Vd 

alp 
1 (. = (~ )2 ...L.. 

300m Vd 
1 

Zr:-.eleus, Lunt and I:ieel< , (75), uned 3.6., and ~si08 et 

I.1axwellian distribution to give 
1 

f(U) = cu2 expo [- ~ ~ 
2 U 

where c. is a constant, obtained the expression 

3.6. 

alp = 1.23 x 108 • u-f .r. Pi u exp .[ - ~ i1 . Ju.. 3.1 . 
Vd u i 2 'I]' 

This g~ve good agreenent with cxperi~ental results in hydrogen, 

nitrog~n and air but in argon and neon discrepencies of up to four 

orders of magnitude wer~ evident. The conclusions dr8\'ffi fror.1 this 

is thl:1t in hydrogen, nitrogen and air f(u) is close to idaxwellian 

but, as would be expected , t he RaQsauer effect tends to distort the 
, 

G~ergy distribution in argon . 

Oees and Smeleus, (76), confirned these results by applying 

a form of f(u) which allowed for elastic collisions of the electrons . 
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This was done by taking 
1 

feu) = Cu2 expo [- 0.55 u2] 
\j2 

where C is the constant. The dis~erity between observec and calcul-

ated data for argon and neon could not be renoved by applying this 

distribution. 

Druyvesteyn, (69), obtained cuch closer agreeoent for the case 

of neon by deriving a velocity distribution which allowed for all 

types of collisions and by assuming that the probabilities of 

excitation and ionization are directly proportional to the mean 

eleotron energy. The values obtained from this derivation are 

given in Figure 36. 

The forn of F(f.)derived b!l Smit. (70), was used by Dunlop , 

(77) to calculate values of alp and Vd in helium. Only poor agree-

ment was reached, however, with the drift velocity ceasureoent of 

Bradbury and Nielson, (78), whilst alp fell below the extrapo l ated 

vCllues of To\'msend and MacCallum , (57, 58). more recent experimental 

vnlues also fall below these, however. 

The latest calculated values of alp in hydrogen, heliun 

and neon are those of Lewis , (71) I and of Heylcn and Lewis , (72). 

The distribution used has been outlined in the preceding section 

whilst the result obtained ore given in Figures 35, 36 and 37. 

These are found to be in very close agreement with experinental 

values and ore certainly the result of the most rigorous analysis 

to date. Indeed the calculations are complicated enough to fflrrant 
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the use of a computer . However, the range over which calculations 

have been made is limited , e .g . in helium the range is only from 

E/ p = 5 volts/cm .mm .Hg . to E/ p = 100 volts/cm.mm .Hg., and thin has 

had t o be done by taking a different value of of F(£) for each value 

of E/ p • 

3.3. f as a Function of E/ p• 

Since a l p and 9 are always considered as functions of 

E/ p al t it is useful in order to compare the variations of p and 1) wi h 

E/ p with the probability of ionization and efficiency of ionization 

with ~ , to know the variation of mecln electron energy with E/ p • 

This has been attempted experimentally by Townsend, (89), for a very 

limit ed range of E/ p at low E/ p and theoretically by Heylen and Lewis , 

(72), for the d.c. discharge. For the a.c. distribution experimental 

determinations has been carried out by Llewellyn-Jonc s , (91), and 

by Reder and Bro m, (90). These are given in Figure 38. Since 

the d.c . and o . c. distributions are different it is not logical to 

- E expect the curves of f . v. Jp. to coincide for the two cases . 

This is observed. An attempt will be made to determine f as f( E/p) 

from the results of the work described in this thesis . 

3 4 Conclusion • • 

In the course of this chapter it has been shown that the 

variation of alp with E/ p is not a simple function but is dependent 

upon many factors which themselves vary with electron energy. It 

is believed, however, that the derivetion of Heyll:ln and Lewis is close 

to the experimental situation and this belief has been strengthened 
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by the results presented in this thesis. 



CHAPTER IV 

GAS PURIFICATION - EXPLANATION OF TECHNIQUES 

Ionization coefficients ore critically dependent upon the 

purity of the gas . For this reason it is of paramount i mportance that 

the gas used should be as pure as possible since a few percent impurity 

content can increase ~/p by as much as 507 •• An increase in alp may 

be affected by the ionization of the impurity atoms by photons emitted 

from the decay of an excited atom of the main gas, provided that the 

excited states of the main. gas are at a higher energy level than the 

ionization level of the impurity gas. Metastable states can also 

cause additional ionization by direct collision of the metastable 

atom with an impurity atom if the potential energy of the metastable 

atom is greater than the ionization energy of the impurity. Since 

the metastable atom can undergo 108 collisions during its life-time 

it viII tend to make several hundred collisions with impurity atoms 

even if the impurity is only present in a few parts per million. 

This effect is of greot importance in the rare gases which have high 

ionization potcntials with the excitation and metastable levels y~ ry 

close to the ionization energy , e.g . troces of argon, with an ionization 

potential of 16.0 e.v. in neon, with a metastab1e state at 16.6 e.v., 

can be a very serious contaminent. 

In this case 

Ne* + --> Ne + A+ + e 

where Ne represents the metastable neon atom . 
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The variation in the conductivity of a gas due to contaminants, 

which is reflected in this change in ex/p, also affects the brellkdown 

potential Vs and correspondingly changes W/ ex• 

Mercury contamination of the experimental tube which was 

the cause of so many spurrious results from early determinations of 

ionization coefficients, is not considered to be a major source of 

error in the present work since it is very easily eliminatcd by the 

inclusion of liquid air traps between the mercury diffusion pump and 

the ultra-high vacuum system . The main impurities in the case of 

hydrogen are water vapour, oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide, whilst 

in the rare gases the chief contaminants are the same with the 

addition of traces of rare gases other than the nain gas. 

4.1. Purification of Hydrogen 

The hydrogen used in the present work was produced by 

the electrolysis of dilute barium hydroxide so lution. It was then 

allowed to stand over phosphorus pent oxide for several hours and was 

then passed through a liquid air trap. This served to remove the vast 

majority of the water vapour and carbon dioxide impurities. The 

main purification, however, was performed by allowing the hydrogen to 

diffuse through two palladium osmosis tubes and then by the rcaction 

of hydrogen with uranium. 

Palladium , at a temperature of about 300oC, acts as a semi

permeable membrane when in contact with hydrogen, allowing the 

hydrogen to diffuse through the metal until the pressure on each side 

is equal. Dynamic equilibrium is thus attained. This property of 
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the palladium-hydrogen system is a result of the sma ll size of the 

hydrogen atom, about 1.2 R diameter, and since a ll other gas atoms are 

larger, e . g . nitrogen 1.5 ft , oxygen 1. 4 R, only hydrogen can undergo 

this 05005i5. Purification of hydrogen in this way has been used in 

many previous determinations of ionization coefficients in hydrogen , 

(39,42, 43 , 47 , 51), and has been used in the present dcterminations 

as an initial purification. 

Darling , (81), hos shown that the diffusion rate is greatly 

reduced if the hydrogen on the high pressure s ide of the osmosis tube 

is stationary . It ha5 a l so been shown by Crompton and Elford, (82), 

thot the palladium tends t o crack if it is heated or cooled in on 

atmosphere of hydrogen due to a phase transition at about 1500C. 

The palladium should, therefore, be heated to its operating temperature 

in va cuum. Unfortunately, the nature of the va CUU&l system prevented 

the former of these two suggestions being incorporated in the 

present work and the second paper was published too la te . A silver 

palladium a lloy has been reported, (82), which does not have an 

a - ~ phase transition and which can hence be safely heated or cooled 

in hydrogr.!n . 

The final stage of hydrogen purification was carried out 

by standing the now fairly pure hydrogen over reactor grade uraniuo 

turnings at 200°C and allowing the uranium to cool to room temperature . 

In this way uranium hydride was formed by direct combination in 

accordance with the ~action 

2U + 3~ 
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I?hen the uraniuo had been completely converted to the 

hydride, all the remaining gas was pumped away and the system was 

sealed off . Pure hydrogen could then be obtained by heating the 

uranium hydride. As may be seen fro~ Figure 30, the equilibrium 

pressure of this system i s a sensitive function of temperature and 

hence the hydrogen pressure in the sealed off system could be adjusted 

by varying the temperature of' the uranium hydride. 

4.2. Purification of Helium'and Neon 

Both the helium and neon us ed in the determinations were 

drawn initially from conunercial B. O.C. samples . These ere prepared 

from air by a complex liquefaction and rectification proce ss . The 

most volatile fraction contains nitrogen, neon and helium with oxygen, 

argon , krypton and xenon l eft in the residue. Removal of nitrogen 

from the volatile fraction gives a neon-helium mixture. Further 

purificntion is obtained by selective adsorption on activated charcoal. 

In this proce ss the charcoal , if kept at -1900 C, will adsorb all gases 

except helium whi l st at -lOOoC neon will also not be adsorbed . Hence 

it may be seen that the chief i mpurity in helium will be neon and the 

mo in i mpurity in neo n will be helium. In each case a few parts 

per million of nitrogen may be present . Although such sampl es are 

quoted as being " spectroscopically pure" a rigorous analysis by 

Riesz and Dieke , (63), has shown that there are 45 parts per million 

neon impurity alone in spect roscopically pure helium, so supporting the 

above conclusions. 

During the course of the preliminary experiments the 
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cocmercial gas was used after being purified over activated 

charcoal at the appropriate tecpernture. However, although this 

uould remove any traces of nitrogen, oxygen or carbon dioxide it would 

not reoove helium impurity fro~ neon or neon impurity from helium. 

Indeed no adsorption method of purification can be absolutely 

satisfactory unless the exact nature of all the contaminants is known. 

In order to obtain helium and neon containing impurities of less 

than one part in 108 a glow discharge \Vas run in the gas in a 3.5 Clil. 

bore, 50 cm. long glass tube, containing an electrode at each end, 

attached to the system by means of a side arm situated close to one 

of the electrodes. The discharge was run in such a direction that 

tha cathode was the electrode remote from the ultra-high vacuuc 

system. This whole assembly was placed on the system as far away 

from the experimental tube as possible. 

'/hen a glow discharge is run in a gas mixture it is found 

that the minority gas is drawn t o one electrode and held there by 

the electric field. In all but one recorded case the impurity gas 

is attracted to the cathode. This phenomenon, known as cataphoresis, 

was discovered by Bal:4, (83), in 1893 and has been studied theoretically 

by Druyvesteyn, (85), and experi~entally by Oskam, (84), and Riesz and 

Dieke , (83). In the course of this latter r/ork currents of from 

10 ffiJ·, to 25 nlt were passed through conunercial "spectroscopically pure" 

heliun containing neon impurity and the intensity of the 6402X 

spectrum line of neon was compared with the 5047 ft spectruo line of 

helium at 8 point near to the cathode. It was observed that the 
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intensity of the neon line at this point increased while the intensity 

of the helium line remained constant so indicating an increase in the 

neon concentration around the cathode which reached equilibrium in 

about 2 hours, Figure 40. The fall in the neon concentration at the 

cathode after about 19 hours is explained as being due to clean up of 

the neon into the cathode. The process of cataphoresis increases 

rapdily with increasing pressure and \'/1th increasing current and 

decreases as the mass of the atons increase. 

The mechanism by which this process occurs is readily 

explained if the impurity gas has a lower ionization potential than 

the bulk gas . In this case the impurity atoms may be ionized by 

photons from the decay of excited atoms of the bulk gas or by direct 

collision with metastable atoms of the bulk gas, so long as the 

excited and metastable states have energies higher than the ionization 

energy of the impurity. Also charge transfer between the ions of the 

bulk gas and atoms of the impurity gas may contribute to the ionization. 

Once ionized the impurity positive ion will move to the cathode where 

it will give up its charge and diffuse back into the gas. l e will 

soon be relonized, however, and be drawn back into the cathode. 

In this \'lay the impurities will be held within about 10 cms. of the 

cathode. 

The atomic processes operating when the inpurity has a 

higher ionization potential than the bulk gas, e .g. heliuo impurity 

in neon, is not as clear. The impurity is still drawn to the cathode 

an hence must be ionized. Oskam, (84), has shown that in this case 
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the separation is due to the formation of ~Iybrid ions such as 

Ne He+ which is formed by the triple impact of Ne+ with two helium 

atoms. In this way the helium impurity for .. s part of an ion and 

is drawn to the cathode. Sioilar hybrid ions are formed in other 

gas oixtures. It seems probable that these hybrid ions will also 

be formed in the case in which the i mpurity gas has a lower ioniz-

ation potentia l than the bulk gas. Since the cross section for 

charge transfer is high compared with the cross section for the 

necessary three body collision to form a hybrid ion, however, it 

v/ouid appear of only seco'ndary importance in this case. This is 

particul arly so in the case of a mixture of two rare gases for which 

the ionization potentials are sO close, e.g. 

He, 24.6 e.v.; Ne 21.6 e.v. 

Conclusion 

In the course of this chapter the techniques of the gas 

purification have been explained . In both hydrogen and the rare 

gases on attempt has been made during the present work, to achieve 

gas purity corresponding to a ~~ximum impurity conbent of one part 

in 108 and it is believed that this has been obtained. It is now 

necessary to consider the apparatus and methods used to achieve 

both high purity of gas and high accuracy of all measurenents. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The experimental apparatus, a general view of which is 

shown in Figure 41, may be considered in two stages, firstly the 

vacuum system made almost entirely of pyrex glass, consisting of the 

experimental tube , the ultra high va cuum system, the conventional high 

vacuum system and the gas supply system, and secondly , the electrical 

circuitry used to supply and measure the stable potential difference 

aCross the experimental tube and to measure the pre-breakdown 

currents flowing in the gas. For the sake of economy, both the 

vacuum systf:llts\Vere backed by the same backing pump. Both the ultra

high vacuum system and the gas supply system had to be altered when 

different gases lere used and where such adaptation was necessary 

this 'Iill be made cl ear in the relevant sections. The high 

tension supply and measuring circuits were the same for all the gases 

os ~as the conventional high vacuum system. 

5.1. The ~xperimenta l Tubes 

The experiment~l tubes, photograph and line diagram 

of which a re shown in Figures 42 and 43, \'1ere constructed as far as 

practicable from pyrex glass so that rigorous outgassing techniques 

could be employed. The anode and the cathode consisted of an evap

ourated gold film on a glass disc substrate which had been ground 

perfectly flat and then flaae polished 9 0 producing a smooth 

homogeneous surface . To eliminate edge effects around the cathode 
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it ~res surrounded by a sepqrate guard ring conshting of a gold 

film evaporntad on to a ground, flame polished anular glass substrate . 

The gap between the guard ring and the cathode Vias a lvays kept to a 

minimum and wos less than 0 . 5 mms . in all the tubes used. One of the 

chief difficulties in developing this type of tube \'I8S to evolve 

a method of obta ining a movable anode without the use of 8 bulk 

metal screw assembly 09 had been used in many previous determinations . 

This \1a9 overcome by attaching a 5 mm . diameter glass rod to the 

anode, vertical t o the anode, with an iron slug enclosed in glass" 

mounted at the other end . This was supported horizontally by an 

8 ~. diameter glass rod attached to the pinch of the t ube and held 

in pla ce by means of two V shaped notches mounted on the support . 

Hence by means of a movable sol enoid around the outside of the tube, 

the iron slug, and hence the anode , could be moved,so changing the 

inter-electrode gap distance . Great care had to be taken in the 

cons truction of the el ectrode assembly in order to ensure that the 

electrodes vere perfect ly parallel in all positions of the anode . 

The electrode of the earliest t ube s were 2.2 cms . diameter, lhllst 

the th ird and fourth experimental tubes had el ectrodes of 3 . 4 ems . 

and 3 .8 ems . diameter respectively . An attempt 1as made t o construct 

a tube 'Iith electrodes of 6 cm . diameter. This tube ~18S unsatis

factory, however, since at large values of d (> .7 cms .) the dischorg~ 

tenderl to pass from the anode to the ~'rolls of the tube . ; 150 the 

1eight of such large electro es made it very difficult to move them 

by a magnet from out side the tube and to keep them within the V groove 
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of the support. Hence the experimental tubes used for the determinations 

in the rare gases reverted back to electrode diameteffiof around 

3.8 cms. 

The gold which formed the final electrode surface was 

dePosited by Joule heating of a gold bead supported in a V notch in a 

tungsten filament. This gold bead was made from fine gold wire wound 

around the tungsten filament and then melted in a flow of hydrogen. 

This process both formed the necessary bead of gold around the filament 

and cleaned . the gold. The filament \'Ias spot welded' to t"lO \'Iork hardened 

nicl~el supports which held it in place within the tube, electrical 

contact being made via two tungsten to glass seals through the glass 

envelope. In the first three tubes used the gold bead ~1aS not 

shielded and hence the gold film ,as deposited evenly over the electrodes 

and over the walls of the tube. This produced a tendency for sparks to 

pass between the anode lead and the wells of the tube. To overcome 

this, later tubes had shielding around the gold bead to prevent gold 

being evaporated on to the mlls near the section of the tube where the 

tube narro ys. Also glass beading was put over the anode high tension 

lead • No attempt was made to prevent the gold evaporating on to the 

. Jalls between the electrodes since this was used as a screen, being !~ept 

at earth potential throughout the measurements, so preventing charge 

build-up which v/ould occur if the glass Mere bare. A windo '/ was formed 

in the film due to the shadow thrown by the glass rod which connected 

the anode support to the pinch. This window enabled the inter-electrode 

gap distance t o be measured by means of a travelling microscop~which 
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was calibrated to 0.0001 cms., which meant that the gap distance could be 

measured to an accuracy of 0.5~ at the lowest values of d. The position 

of the gold bead inside the tube was s~ch that it was mid-way between 

the el~ctrodes at their furthest apart position and also the distance 

of it from either electrode had t o be greater than the maximum inter

electrode gap used during the determinations so that it would not disto~t 

the fie l d. 

A quartz window was attached to the side of the expericental 

tube in such a position that ultra-violet light incident upon it Vlould 

fall on to the cathode. 

photo-electric current 10 , 

section 5.7. 

This radiation was used to produce the initial 

This will be discussed in more detail in 

The leads from the guard ring and the cathode were spot 

welded to two of the pins on the pinch as Vias the spring contact which 

served t o eorth the gold film screen on the wall of the tube. This 

presented the danger that, if gold was evaporated on to the pinch, the 

cathode might be short circuited to earth. To avoid this,small glass 

cones were placed over the pins on the pinch so that the base of each 

pin las shielded from the gold evaporater. 

5.2. The High Vacuum and Ultra-High Vacuum Systems 

The purpose of this part of the apparatus was to obtain 

the lowe st pressure possible so that any pure gas which was then 

introduced iould not be contaminated by any air left in the experimental 

tube or in the auxiliary equipment. A pressure of 5 x IO-7mm •Hg • 

was obtained initially by means of a three stage mercury diffusion puop 
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backed by a rotary backing pump. A phosphorus pent oxide trap fas 

included in the system between the backing pump and the diffusion pump 

whic absorbed wnter vapour from the system as well as preventing back 

diffusion of the backing puop oil . On the high vacuum side of the 

diffusion pump were two liquid nitrogen traps connected in series to 

prevent any mercury vapour from the diffusion pump distilling over 

into the ultra-high vacuum s,ystem. A Dewar vacuum flask containing 

liquid nitrogen was kept around at least one of these et all tines 

during the determinations . 

The ultra-high vacuum ~stec ~as connected to the 

conventional vacuum systeo by means of one of several constrictions 

and breakers . These "pigts-tails" breakers consisted of a closed 

piece of glass tUbe , the closed end of which had been drawn out in 

a fine , very thin , sealed pOint , butt jointed to an open glass tube. 

To open these breakers a small iron slug , enclosed in glass to prevent 

it outgassing into the SystCCl, was included inside the systec. The 

systec could be opened up by striking the fine point of the breakers 

with this slug which could be moved froD outside the system by ceans 

of a magnet. In this way the use of greased taps was eliminated on 

the high vacuum side of the diffusion pumps since the ultra-high 

vacuum ~stem could be isolated by mclting the glass at one of the 

constrictions and opened up again by breaking one of the "pig's tails" 

breal erG. 

The ultra-high vacuum system for the hydrogen determinations 

consis ted of 0 gettcr tube, on Alpert inverted ionization pucP, a 
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vitreosil glass side arm containing reactor grade uranium turnings 

which was surrounded by a small cylindrical oven and the experimental 

tube . On later systems an additional side arm was added around 

which could be placed a Dewar flask containing liquid nitrogen. 

Th~ ~stem used for determinations in the rare gases was slightly 

different. Two Alpert pumps were used, the vitreosil side arm 

was removed and a glo\'l discharge tube was included. Also more than 

one getter tube was used so improving the gettering action by increas

ing the area over which the metal was deposited . 

Barium getters were used consisting of a barium strip, 

each strip being attached to a small square nickel frame. &bout 

eight of these were spot ~ .. elded to a nickel support and the whole 

assembly was included in a side arm on the system. The barium 

strips were heated by radio-frequency eddy current techniques both 

for outgassing purposes and for the final flashing. The firing of 

the getters lowered the pressure by as much as a factor of a hundred 

af t er the ultra-high vacuum system had been isolated. 

Further pumping was carried out by means of a Bayard-

Alpert t ype inverted ionization pump and gauge, (86), as shown in 

Figure 45. It consists of a spira l molybden~ grid along the axis 

of Yhich is a thin tungsten collector, whilst outside the grid are 

tlo tungsten filaments. These filaments,when heated, act a s a source 

of thermionic electrons which are accelerated towards the grid since 

t he grid i s kept at 120 volts with re spect to the filament. Most 

of the el ectrons ~hich will have approximately 120 e.v. energy a t 
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this point viI I pass through the open structure of the grid and enter 

the region between the grid and the collector. Within this space 

they will be decellerated since the collector is kept at - 60 volts 

relative to the fil ament, i.e. - 180 volts with respect to the grid, 

and will eventua lly return to the grid . ~Th ilst they have enough 

energy , however , these electrons will ionize any gas at oms present 

and SO form positive ions which will be drawn to the collector . Hence 

a milliameter in the grid circuit will register the electron current 

whilst the microemeter in the collector circuit will show the posit i ve 

ion current. Assuming the electron current to be constant, there-

fore, the positive ion current wi ll be proportional to the gas 

pressure . Us ing the Alpert gauge as a continuous pump and gauge 

the calibration used in the present measurement s was 

p =..L 
10 

\'Jhere p is the gas pressure , Ic is the collector posit ive ion 

current , and Ig is the grid elect ron current . ,\1 though the sensi'-

ivity of such a gauge varies from gas to gas the above calibration 

was used for all three gases considered since measurements of the 

pressure 1ere only needed to an accuracy of an order of magnitude. 

The circuit used with the Alpcrt pump is given in Figure 46 . 

The side arm containing uranium turnings used to purify 

the hydrogen , consisted of a vitreosil tube joined to the pyrex 

system by mean of grade seals. A cylindrical oven was placed 

arQund the outeide of this tube in order to first outgass the uranium 
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and later to decompose the uranium hydride. The oven was run off 

an a.c. mains supply via a "Variac" auto-transformer. 

During the course of the measurements in hydrogen, it was 

suggested by Haydon, (87), that pyrex glass gives out water vapour even 

after it has been rigorously baked . To counteract this, a side arm 

was added to the ultra-high vacuum system which could have a Deflar 

flask conta ining liquid nitrogen pl aced around it. This arrangement 

v/ould trap any water vapour formed in the sealed-off systen. However , 

measurements both with and without the precaution were identical 

and hence this arrangement was not incorporated on later systems. 

In order to purify the rare gases by the process of 

cataphoresis a glow discharge tube formed part of the ultra-high 

va cuum systems for determinations in helium and neon. This consisted 

of a 3.~~diameter glass tube, 50 cms . long, with an electrode at 

each end. The anode as made of a thin nickel disc, 2 cms. in 

diaceter. The shape of ' the cathode was varied since trouble WaS 

experienced in getting the discharge to start. At first a thin 

nickel disc res tried , then a pointed piece of tungsten strip , and 

finally a tungsten disc . This l atter proved the most successful 

since i t 1as sputtered away l ess than the nickel and was more 

substantia l than t he strip. The glow discharge tube was connected 

to the sys t em by means of a side arm situated near to the anode since 

the impurities tend to concentrate near the cathode and hence the 

cathode needs to be as remote as possible from the system. 

The whol e ultra -high vacuur.l system was built above an asbestos 
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table so that the whole system could be covered by an oven and 

baked for long periods at 4700 C. 

5.3. ijydrogen Supply System 

The hydrogen supply system , in which the hydrogen "as 

produced and the initial purificotion was carried out, was evacuated 

by means of a two stage oil diffusion pump bocked by a rotar,y backing 

pump which together enabled a pressure of less than 10-6 mo .Hg. to 

be obtained. The residual gas pressure in this systec was not 

accurately measurable since the only gouge used wos a cold cathode 

Penning gauge. This gauge consisted of two flat nickel discs, about 

1.5 cms. in diameter, 1 cm. apart with a nickel wire ring between 

them. The discs were made 2000 volt s negative with respect to the 

ring, and 0 strong magnetic field was appli ed normally to the discs 

by oeans of a strong horseehoe magnet clamped around the outside of 

the gauge. Electrons emitted from the discs when breakdo m occured 

were then drawn to¥ards the ring anode by the electric field and 

moved in a helical path due to the megnetlc field. This spiral 

motion of the electrons enabled them to ionize more gas atoms than 

if they had moved directly to the ring, so increasing the ionization 

current. Since the amount of ionization will be proportional to the 

gas pressure/the current flowing, as recorded on a microameter , will 

be a measure of the gas pressure . This gauge was used with the 

calibration curves given in App ndix 3. 

lb'drogen \'Ias produc d in this sy tern by the electrolysis 

of a very dilut solution of barium hydroxide in distilled ater. 
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The water used was first boiled to reoove any carbon dioxide it may 

contain and thet). whilst the water was still hot, the bariuQ hydroxide 

was dissolved in it. Hydrogen from the volta~eter was passed into 

two phosphorous pentoxide traps where it WOB allowed to stand for 14 

hours in order to remove all traces of water vapour. It was then 

allowed to diffuse through a palladium thimble kept at 250oC, by 

means of a cylindrical oven placed around the outside of the pyrex 

tube . From this point it could be passed eith~r into a reservoir 

for future use or, via Q liquid air trap and a further polladium 

thimble, into the ultra-high vacuum system . 

It was necessary for the pressure of the hydrogen in the 

ultra-high vacuum system and experimental tubes to be measured 

accurately . Because of the high purity of the gas required it was 

not feasible to make direct mea surements on this system as some 

impurity would certainly be introduced. To overcome this difficulty 

a glass Sourdon type pressure gauge,as shown in Figure 47, was 

incorporated between the gas supply systeo and the experitlental tube. 

This gauge consisted of a fine glass spiral with a smal l plane mirror 

attached to the spiral suspen'sion . \'lhen a difference in pressure 

was apparent across this spiral the force tended to twist the spira l 

SO turning the mirror. Hence an optical lever could be used to 

determine hen the pressures on each side were equal. The reflected 

spot Jas arranged to fall on to a divided photo-cell, the two halves 

of hich were only 0 . 5 IIltls. aport . The currents from the t\.,o halves 

of this photo-cell vere opposed and the net curr~nt was passed into 
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e single tetrode electrometer. The photo-cell, which was movable 

in a horizontal direction, wos ad justed SO that when the pressures on 

each side were equal no current flowed and in this way the arrangement 

acted as a very sensitive null indicator . I n practice it was found 

that one photo-cell was more sensitive than the other and to overcome 

this a high leakage resistance was connected between the terminal of 

this photo-cell and the common base terminal. In order to obtain 

maximum sensitivity the light source was suitably masked to give a 

square image on the photo-cells of th~ same size as one of the photo

cells. Using this arrangement, a pressure difference between the 

gas supply system and the experimental tube of 0.001 mm.Hg could be 

detected . Hence if the pressures on the two sides of the apparatus 

were equal the pressure in the experimental tube could be measured 

by measuring the pressure in the gas supply system. This was done 

by means of a three metre oil manometer containing D.e . 703 silicon 

based oil . If, by any accidental fracture of the vacuum apparatus, 

one part of t he system should be l et down to air while the rest of the 

a~peratus was under vacuum, the mano~eter oil 10uld be forced over 

into the oil diffusion pump. To avoid having to strip dO\1n the puop 

in such a contingency the same oil Vias used in both manometer and 

pump. 

To remove hydrogen from the gas supply system very slowly, 

in order t o equate pre sures , a fine capillary l eak was included 

between the system and the pumps. In parallel with this "faS a 

conventiona l greased tap which could be u ed to open or isolate th is 
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system. 

5.4. Helium nnd Neon Supply System 

The vacuum system used for the supply and the initial 

purification of helium and neon was adapted from the hydrogen system 

and vms hence very s imilar to that us ed for the hydrogen supply . 

The bariuc hydroxide voltameter was replaced by a B.O .C. one litre 

pyrex glass flask containing the gas at one atmosphere pressure , 

connected to the system via two greased taps . The neck of the f lask 

\'Ias !jealed by means of a "pig' s tail" breaker so enabling the flask 

to be opened in vacuum by dropping a soft iron slug enclosed in glass 

on to the breaker. When the tap nearest to the flask was opened, 

gas was admitted to the space between the taps . If this tap \Vas now 

closed and the second tnp was opened, a controlled volUl!le of gas wns 

admitted to the initial purification part of the system. The 

pressure in the gas system could be set at a convenient value by dOing 

this several times . The gas was then stood over phosphorus pent oxide 

and over activated charcoal at -1900 C for 14 hours after 'hich it was 

admitted to the ultra-high vacuum system via a greased tap . All 

greased taps in thi s systef:l 'Iere greased with Apiezon 'N' grease 

f 10-9 H t t t having a vapour pressure 0 mm. g a room enpera ure . 

Pressure measurements in both helium and neon w'as the setae as 

for hydrogen as was the evacuating equipment . 

5 .5. The HiSh Tension Supply 

Since fluctuations of the high tension supply will produce 

changes in the mognitu e of the ionization currents measured , the 
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stability of this supply vres of great icportance in the present work. 

For this reason a bank of eight 120 vol t dry b8tterie s , connected in 

series, ~as used with provision for tapping off the requir~d number 

by rJeans of a selector switch, so giving voltages f r om 0 to 840 volts 

in steps of 120 volts . The negative end of these batteries was 

connect~d t o the po sitive end of a 1 ~ A. potentiol'leter which had a 

further 120 volt dry battery in parall el with it. Fine voltage 

adjustment was allowed for by means of a further 1 fJ.n. potentiometer 

with a 9 volt grid bias battery acro ss it, the negative end of which 

was earthed. This circuit is given in Figure 48. In this way any 

voltage from 0 to 840 volt s could be obta ined to an accuracy of 

± * volt. Provi sion was made at the positive end of the battery 

bank for the addit ion of further H.T. batteries in case higher 

voltages were required. 

The H.T. vas oeasured by means of a resistor chain in 

par allel with the experimenta l t ube . This chain consisted of 10, 1 M~ 

resistors plus a 30 AA r esistor. Each of these resistors was 

accurately calibrated against a standard 1 1,1./2. re s i stor. . The full 

H. T. was connected across this chai n and t he voltage drop across the 

30 :Cft,. resistor was f ed into a potentiorneter where it was measured 

by compari son with a \'leston Standard cell. The H.T. vol tage was thus 

the voltag across the 30 K,..". re sistor r.lultipli ed by the rat io of 

the resistanc of the 10 mJL section to the resistance of the 30 • .a.. 

resistance . The accurate va lues of the resistors used and the 

conversion f acto r arc given in hppendix 5 . The r esistance chain was 
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put into a sealed glass tube which was evacuated to reduce leakage 

currents to a minimum. 

The output fro&} the batteries was connected to the anode 

of the experiLlental tube by means of co-axial cable which was well 

screened . This screening wa s ell connect ed to the negative end of 

the batteries which was earthed. An accuracy of better than 1% 

wes achieved by the arrangement and a highly stable H.T. supply was 

obtained. 

5.6. Current ~lea surement 

Since the values of the Townsend ionization coefficients 

are found by determining the manner in which the current flowing in 

the gas varies with gap distance it is clearly of the utoost import-

ance that the current i s measured to a high degree of accuracy. 

The circuit used to measure the prebreakdown currents is given in 

Figure 48. 

The current through the experimental tube was raeasured by 

oeans of a Vibron A33B re sistance unit connected in series with t he 

experimental t ube in the cathode circuit. In para llel with this 

resistance box was a Vibron 33B el ectrometer which could ~easure 

~ll d.c. potentinl s in the range of 1 millivolt to 1 volt from 

sources of very high internal r esistance . This oeant that, since 

the resistanc in the resistance box could be selected from 1010~ 
I 

loBJL or 106~, curr nt s of from 10-13 amps to 10-6 amps could be 

measured . An stimet d 20/. maximum possible error i s claimed by the 

manufacturers of the in trument. For the measurements in neon and 
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for sone of the meosureraents in heliUtl, this electrometer ms 

replaced by a Vibron 33 C with a tl.33C resistance box. It \"Ias found 

that this instruoent Vias rauch less sensitive to external a.c. fields 

-15 whilst being able to censure currents as low as 10 aops. 

Most fluctuation of the electrometer reading was found 

to be due to friction and strain in the input lead. This lead was 

thus securely clooped to the frame of the apparatus and vas screened 

by means of copper pipe which was earthed via an iron stake driven 

into the ground outside the laboratory . r,iicrophony in thi s lead was 

reduced by using special non-raicrophonic lead and by keeping the length 

of the lead down to Q few inches only. The inter-electrode gap was 

shielded from stray fields by the evaporated gold film around the 

inside of the tube. This film Vias earthed as was the metallic foil 

shielding that \'/as wrapped around the out side of the tube. 

Zero drift tas found to be non-existent after the 

electrometer had been allowed to warm up for about 24 hours, although 

prior to this some drift was observed. 

5.~. Pro uction of Initial Photo-Electric Current 

ThroU8hout the work described in this thesis the 

initial photo-electric current, 1
0

, was produced by shining ultra

violet light on to the cathode through a quartz window built in the 

side of the tube . For electrons to be emitted by such radiation 

where h is Planck ' s constant 

J is th frequ ncy of radiation 

~ i th work function of the surface . 
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The number of electrons coning from the electrode surface in 

unit time will be proportional to the intensity of the radiation. 

Also the value of 10 will be dependent upon the velocity dth vhich 

they are emitted which in turn is proportional to (h~ - ~) • For 

these reasons it is clearly important that both the frequency and the 

intensity of the radiation should be constant. 

The ultra-violet light wns obtained from a low pressure 

nercury glow discharge lamp, the output of which was rated at 100 

wat ts at 1,100 volts, The voltage supply was obtained from a 

step-up transformer in series with a constant voltage mains transformer 

in order that a constant voltage was applied to the laop at all times, 

so giving a constant intensity. 

High pressure mercury lamps produced large quantities of ozone 

,·,hich absorb ultra-violet radiation. Hence variations in the concen-

tra tion of the ozone between the laop and the tube can cause variations 

in the intensity of the light received at the cathode and so vary 10 , 

The low pressure lamp used did not produce appreciable quantities of 

ozone . 

The radiation emitted by the low pressure lamp was almost 

exclusively at a wavelength of 2536~. The following table gives 

t he full spectrum and the relative intensities of each line. 

ilavel ength, ~ 

5780 

5461 

4358 

Intensity, IllYatts/sq.cm. 1 oetre from lanp. 

0.17 

1.05 

1.2 
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4047 0.47 

3650 0.65 

3342 0.04 

3132 0.71 

3022 0.07 

2967 0.22 

2894 0.05 

2804 0 .02 

2652 0.07 

2536 120.0 

2482 0.03 

Taking the \'Iork function of the cathode surface as 4.5 e.v., 

radiation of wavelengths less than 2747 ~ is required to cause electron 

eoission. Hence froo the above table it may be seen that 99.9~~ of 

all electron eoitting radiation occurs at 2536 R and the lamp nay be 

considered as virtually a monochromatic source. 



CHAPTER VI 

EXPERInlENTAL PROCZDURE 

6.1. Vacuum Techniques 

All the glassware used in the vacuun system was 1nshed 

in nitric acid before the systeo wos built in order to reoove all 

traces of grease and surface dirt. Any ports which hod to be added 

to the systeo later were similarly treated. The systeo rras initially 

evacuated to a pressure of 10-3 mo ,Hg by means of a rotar,y backing 

Ai this stage t he majority of leaks cDuld be found by the use 

of a "Tesvac" high frequency leek detector . 

The pressure in the gas supply systen was then reducec 

to 10-5 mo.Hg . by means of an oil diffusion p~p . Since this systeo 

could not be bal(ed in an oven the glass wos heated in a gas flace 

fron 0 soall hand torch , after which the pressure was reduced to 

less than 10-6 mm.Hg . At this pressure the Penning gauge ceased 

to operate. The oil in the manometer was boiled several tines by 

applying a gas flame to it, to reoove any air that t~y have been 

obsorbed whilst it had been exposed to the otnosphere. "'he systen 

wa s then isolated and any subsequent rise in pressure noted over a 

period of several days. If the pressure did rise the systeo was 

opened to the pumps and the leak detected and sealed . 

r\ three stage mercur,y diffusion pucp was used to reduce the 

pressure in the ultra-high vacuuo system to 10-7 oo .Hg . This systeo 

\'Ias then covered by a large oven and baked for 24 hours at a temper-

ature of between 4500 C and 47SoC. "lhen this was done the pressure 
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rose to about 10-3 cm.Rg., as the glass outgassed, but gredually 

decreased until the Penning gauge once more ceased to operate , that 

is,a pressure of less than 10-6 rno.Hg. The oven was then re~ov~d 

and all the metal within the system was heated to red heat either by 

passing a current through it where this was possible, or by r .f. 

eddy current heating. 'Jhen no more gas appeared to cor-e off the 

nctal, the oven wes replaced over the system and the systeo rros once 

core baked at 4600 c for about three days. At the end of this period 

~he oven was recoved and the ultra-high vacuUIJ systec was isolated 

fron the pucps by coons of one of the constrictions included fo r 

this purpose. During the baking process prior to the detercinations 

in hydrogen, the uranium turnings Vlere boked at 9000 C with occasional 

bursts at 10000C and the palladium thirnbkll",tere heated at 2500 C. 

Throughout the evacuatine process Dewer flasks containing liquid 

nitrogen uere kept around the cold traps to prevent any mercur,y 

distilling over into the experimental tubes froc the cercur,y diffusion 

pur.1p. The pressure of the isolated sYsteo was noted for several 

hours to confirm the absence of any leaks. If the pressure rose 

the system was opened to the puops, the leak detected and sealed 

nd the system once more isolated. If no pressure rise vros observed 

the uraniuc hydride was forced froe the uranium in the sYstem as 

described in 6.2 •• Four of the getters were then fl eshed , so reducing 

th2 pressure by up to a factor of 100. rH th the pressure in the 

tube bet~een 10-9 mo.Rg. and 10-8 mo . Hg . a current \~S passed through 

the gold bead in the experimental tube until the gold became colten 
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and \'/as evapourated on to the electrodes and the walls of the tube, 

leaving only a narrow window through which the inter-electrode gap 

distance could be measured . The rest of the getters were then fired, 

and the Alpert puoP , which until now had been used only as a gauge, 

was turned on and a f ilaoent current of between loA and 100;\ was 

passed for several days . In this way a pressure of less than 

5 x 10-10 cm .Hg . was obtained . 

6.2. Purification of the HYdrogen 

The hydrogen used was obtained from a voltaoeter containing 

a dilute solution of bariuc hydroxide . It wa s then allowed to stand 

over phosphorus pent oxide for several days to remove any water vapour 

present , and was then passed through the first of two heated palladilL._ 

osnosis tubes . Following this the hydrogen could be either stored 

in a previously evacuated reservoir or passed directly through a 

second heated polladiun osmosis tUbe into the ultra-high ~uun 

systeo . Final purification of the hydrogen was perforoed by ceanG 

of the uraniun turnings contained in Q vi~osil tube connected to 

the ultra-high vacu~ systec via a graded seol and a constriction. 

As sta ted in section 6 .1., the uraniut1 was baked at 9000 C for severnl 

days to reIJove all traces of absorbed impurity, after which tiDe the 

gas pressure above the uroniutl was of the order of 10-7 I:UJ.Hg .. Now 

if uraniun is stood in an atmosphere of hydrogen the hydride is 

foed so 

2U + 3Hz er: 2UH3 - M 

here 6H for this reaction is 30.4 Keals/cole . Since the hydride is 
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formed with the evolution of heat energy it is obvious that raising 

the teoperature of the hydride \'/ill cause the reaction to be reversed. 

In this way very pure hydrogen con be obtained ond the hydrogen 

pressure will be proportional to the teDperature of the uraniuo 

hydride. Hence the pressure in the i solated s.ysteo can be controlled. 

With this in oind, therefore, hydrogen \'las allowed t o 

diffuse through the polledium thir:tble between the gas supply syste::J 

and the ultra-high vacuum systeo and to stand over the uroniuo. 

i"lhen suff icient hydrogen had been absorbed the 'ill stec lms opened 

up to the pumps by means of a "pigs-toil" breaker and the excess 

hydrogen was puoped away. Then, as described in 6.1., the 

syste~ was sealed and ultra-high vacuuc techniques applied and the 

electrode surfaces were put down. Since at this stage extreoely 

pure hydrogen was present in the experinental tube and clean gold 

electrode surfaces had been laid do\m, oeasureoent. of t he spatial 

growth of ionization and of sparking potentiols could be 08de. 

6 3 Purification of Heliuo and Neon. • • 

Samples of heliun and of neon were contained in I litre 

pyrex fla sks sea l ed t o the gas supply syst eo and separated from the 

rest of thi!; system by two greased taps, Figure 49 . (/hen the whole 

system had been evacuated to e pressure of l ess than IO-6~.Hg., 

the fla sk was opened by dropping a soft iron slug enclosed in glass 

on to the "piu' s-tail" breaker included in t he neck of the flask. 

The tap nearest to the flask,TI I was then opened allowing the gas 

to fill the volume between the two taps . This tap Vias then closed 
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and the second tap , T , was opened so allowing a controlled volUI:lc 
2 

of gas into the system . ~ repeating the process several tines, 

the gas pressure in this systen could be adjusted to any required 

value . The heliun or neon was then stood over a ctivated charcoal 

at -1900 C and over phosphorus pentoxide for 24 hours ana uas then 

~assed into the ultra-high vacuun systeo . A 15cA glOl1 discharge 

was run i n a side arm attached to the ultra-high vacuU!:l system 

in order to purify the gas further by the process of cataphoresis 

which i s described in 4.2 •• The power for this gl ow discharge wes 

obtained f r oD a 0- 500 volt cl . c . power pack which would give up to 

1000/ • The discharge was run throughout the deterrninations in orde 

to keep all impurities in the side arn and away from the experimental 

tube . 

6 . 4. Investigation of Spatial Growth of Ionization 

/, s may be seen from Figure 43 at small gap distances , 

the anode of the experioental tube may cut off sOwe of the ultra-

violet light incident upon the cathode . To determine at 1hat gap 

c istance this occurs , the variation of el ectron current with gap 

di stance ha d to be investigated in vaCUW'.1 before any gc:.s was adoitted . 

J\fter the ultra-violet lar.1p had been allow d to warm up for 24 hours , 

100 volts \'/8S applied across the tube in order to draw all electrons 

eoitted by the cathode across the gap , and the current floVl \'Ias 

plotted as a function of gap istance. The value of cl above which 

the photo-electric current was constant , was noted and in all 

mcesureoents of current growth in the gas only values of d above t his 
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\1ere used . 

To test the stability of the ultra-violet la~p , and to deteroine 

t he constancy of 10 with t i me , the value of 10 was no ted at a 

constant value of d and with 100 volts across the el ectrodes , over a 

period of 24 hours. 

Pure gas was nO\'1 adlnitted to the experimental tube at 

a pressure of about 10 nn .Hg •• In the ca se of hydrogen , this was 

done by heating the uraniun hydri de and in the case of the rare 

gases by opening the tap between the ultra-high vacuurJ system and the 

gas 5'Jpply systen , allowing some gas t o floVl into the experioental 

tube and then closing the tap . The pressure in the gas supply 

systec was then reduced to the same pressure as that in the 

experimental tube, as indicated by the spiral gauge and the single 

tetrode electrometer , by means of the capillary leak to the pumps. 

The gas pressure was measured accurately in the gas supply system 

from the oil manometer by means of a cathetometer and this value in 

cos . of oil at room tenperature was converted t o the pressure in 

o oos . Hg . at 0 C, Po . 

Once the pr essure had been set and a ccurately measured 

the int er- electrode gDp distance , d , was ad justed to the ninimum 

usabl e va lue as indicated by the photo-el ect ric current v. ga 

distance curve , previously determined . Thi s smallest value of d 

rres found to be about 2 mos . for oost of t he tubes used . The gap 

distance was m asured , using a travelling oicroscope , by vi ewing the 

electrodes through the -lindow in the gold f Ho on the ins i de of the 
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tube. A window was also left in the metallic foil screening around 

the outside of the tube. Severel readings of each gap distance 

were taken and the nean value of d calculated. In this way d could 

be measured to an accuracy of ± O.gro at the soallest values of d and 

to ± O . l~ at large values of d. In order to cake this oeasure~ent 

as accurate as possible the elctrodes were illuninated by visible 

light froo a ;>owerful reoding lanp situated alongside the travelling 

microscope . 

With the gap width, d, known and the measured pressure at 

roon temperature reduced to the corresponding pressure at OoC, Po, 

the voltage necessary to give the required value of E/po lms calculated 

froe the expression 

The high tension supply \Yas then adjusted to give this 

voltage which \Vas measured by aeans of the potentiolJeter. This 

output was connected across the tube and the subsequent current flo~1 

in the gas was ceasured "sing the "Vibronll electrometer and resistance 

box. The electrode gap \'Ias then increased, the required potential 

El to keep Po constant calculated and applied to the tube and the 

corresponding current ceasured. This procedure was repeated until 

about 20 values of current at the corresponding value of gap distance 

had been obtained and the curve of lO8e Lv .d., which was plotted 

as the point s were tal~en, showed pronounced upcurving. During 

these deterrJinations of pre-breakdown currents, brenkdolm itself 'Ias 

never all~ved to occur since if i t did the cathode surface eight be 
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changed . The resistance of the resistance box in seri~s with the 

tube was kept constant during the taking of e~ch curve since disccntin-

uities were apparent in the loge. i .v . d . curve when this resiste.nce 

was changed . -11 The value of 10 was at all ti~es kept below 10 ao~s 

since the current increased by a factor of 103 over a typical current 

growth cur ve and space charge effects , which set in at arcund 10-8 

amps , had to be eliminated . Only during breakdorm ~ere currents of 

more than 10-8 amps allowed to flow . 

For a f ul l range of E/ po froD 10 volts/ co .~ . g . up to 1000 

volts/ cc .cc .Hg ., the gas pressure in the experioenta1 tube had to 

be varied frOD 26 om .Hg to 0. 6 rno .Hg respectively . \bout four 

values of (X/ Po were determined for each ~ lue of E/po • greement 

was obtained for all these ceasurements to dthin ~o at high .!./po 

and to 20/0 at medium values of E/ po • In most of the measurenents the 

increase in d between successive measurements was randoo but for the 

determinations in which the Haydon and Robertson analysis was to be 

used the increase in d was kept constant . 

6.5. Measurement of Sparking Potentials 

I fter all the pre-breakdo\'m current measureoents had been 

taken the breakdown characteristics of the cathode-gos systeo were 

investigated. The circuit used for this is given in Figure 50 . 

The ~ositive of the high tension su~ l y was applied to the anode via 

a tapping key enclosed in gerspex for safety . "'he ccthode \'!Os 

connected to ea rth through a 2 .7 M~ resistor and a Cenbridge spot 

galvononeter, which had a !:18xi out:l sensitivity of 10-8 
:J;)S :>er scale 
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division, while the guard ring was connected to earth through a 10M~ 

resi stor. The technique used to determine the breakdo'7n potential 

of a given gap ,res to increase the applied potential in ste~s of one 

volt, keeping each voltage across the gap for about 10 secs . 

Breakdo\m was evident by a shar, increase of the current flow frol:l 

about 10-8 e~.l~S up to about 10-6 aeps. This final current flow was 

only dependent upon the external circuit. When breakdo\m occured a 

positive ion layer would be foroed on the cathode so reducing the 

apparent work function and reducing Vs . In order to obtain the 

correct value of Vs several minutes were allowed to elapse between 

successive measurement s in which tine the ul tr-a-violet radiation 

incident upon the cathode would remove the positive ion layer. 

In hydrogen a dark discharge was noted but in heliuc and 

neon the discharge was often luminous. The value of the breakdm'ffi 

potential was recorded at constant pressure and varying gap 

distance and at constant gap distance and varying pressure. Curves 

of sparking potential, Vs' against the product of the spark gap 

distance and pressure , Pods, were plotted froe which the values of 

the Townsend second ionization coefficient could be determined . 

6 6 Conclusion 
• • 

In the course of this chapter the techniques used to process 

the experioental tube, to ~urify the gases used, and to obtain the 

required oeosurements, have been outlined. It is now n~cessary to 

consider the result S obt<lined and the conclusions Which ::lay be drmm 

froe then. 



CHAPTER VII 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results given in this chapter were obtained from seven 

experimental tubes. Except where otherwise stated, residual gas 

pressures of less than 10-9 mms.Hg. were obta ined before the gas was 

introduced into the tube. Prior to any investigation of the spatial 

growth of ionization the stability of the initial photo-electric 

current, 10 , and of the cathode surface had to be estill8ted for each 

tube. Also, since at low values of inter-electrode gap distance, 

d, the anode cut off some of the ultra-violet radiation, the minimum 

usable value of d had to be determined by observing the variation of 

10 with d. 

7.1. Stability of the Initial Photo-Electric Current and the Cathode 

Surface 

In order to estiroote the stability of the photo-electric 

current the experimental tube was evacuated to a pressure of less then 

lO-9r.uns .Hg . and a steady potential difference of 150 volts was applied 

between the electrOdes. The cathoc1e was irradiated by ultra-violet 

light fro m an air cooled, low pressure mercury glo\'l discharge l afJp . 

The lamp and the "Vibron" electrometer, which vas used to measure 

the current, were al lowed to warm up for 24 hours prior to the results 

being taken. Values of the current flowing were recorded every two 

minutes fQr one hour and then every ten minutes for Q further two 

hours. As may be seen from Figure 51, the variation of the current 
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flowing over this time was less than 1%, and, since each set of 

current growth curves took about two hours, this would indicate 

considerable stability of the ultra-violet light source . 

The variation in the sparking potential, Vs, with time is a 

measure of the stability of the cathode surface. Such measurements 

could not be mode before the invest igat ion of the pre-brealtdown 

currents since the ca thode surface may be damaged by a spark discharge. 

However, measurements of breakdown potentials carried out after (X/po 

had been determined, were reproducible for ± 1 volt over one hour 

corresponding to a variation of only ± 0.3%. As each Paschen curve 

took only about half an hour it seems safe to assume tha t the 

condition of the cathode surface was constant during each set of measure

me nt s. 

The effect of the variation of gap distance on the photo

electric current fo r each tube was observed by applying 150 volts 

acros s the electrode and measuring 10 as a function of d. The Io.v.d. 

curves obtained were in all cases similar to those shown in Figure 52. 

t value s of d below about 2 mms . the current was found to decrease 

r apidly due to part of the electron producing radiation being cut 

off from the cathode by the anode . The value of d at which this 

occured varied slightly from tube to tube and was dependent on the 

geometry of the tube. In the course of the subsequent current growth 

oea urements in the gas, no values of d were used below this value. 
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7.2. Preliminary Results in Hydrogen 

The experiments carried out using the first two experil:1ental 

tubes were essentially intended to detereine the effect of using 

different analyses on the experimental data and not to determine 

ex 
absolute values of Ipo ' Because of this the residual gas pressure 

used with the first experimental tube was only of the order of 10-
5 

~s .Hg. and the hydrogen used was purified only by being passed through 

two hot palladiue oSrJosis tubes. The values of the pre-breakdown 

current, I, as a function of inter-electrode gap distance, d, 1ere 

observed , the increase in d between successive current measurements 

being fixed. The analyses used are given in the Appendices, the 

Davies and Mi lne analysis in Appendix 1 and the Haydon and Robertson 

analysis in Appendix 2. As may be seen from Appendix 2, this increase 

in d, ~d, is a necessary paraneter of the Haydon-Robertson analysi s 

and, although values of current ·at any given value of gap distance 

could be obtained from I.v.d. curves for which ~d had not been held 

constant, it was considered desirabl e to use the same experir.lental 

rJethod as that of Haydon and Robertson , (92). In this way any 

discrepancy between the two sets of results could not be attributed 

to one set of results using experimental points and the other set 

using points from the smoothed I against d curves. 

As may be seen from Figures 53 and 54, the values of 

a/po as a function of E/po froe this determination agree well with 

all previous determinations at values of E/ po below 100 volts/cm.mm.Hg . I 

but at higher values of E/po the curve falls below all preyious results 
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with the exception of that of Haydon and Robertson with which it 

agrees to within ± 3% over the full range of B/ po investigated and those 

of Jon es and Llewellyn-Jones and of Myatt. The results obtained from 

the two analyses were observed to agree to within experimental error 

at all values of E/ po • Hence it would appear that the use of these 

analyses gave consistent results. 

The result s of Myatt, (52, 53), fall appreciably lower 

than any other determination and , since Myatt ' s work was the only one 

to use ultra-high vacuum techniques, it seemed probable that the extra 

gas purity so obtained might be the cause of these lo~ values of 

a/po_ 

Tube II. 

In order to check this hypothesis a ne't tube was constructed , 

-8 The system was evacuated to less than 10 ~s .Hg . before 

any hydrogen was introduced into the tube and the hydrogen \Yas 

purified by the formation of uraniuc hydride and its subsequent theroal 

decocposition. Once again both analyses were used on the experimental 

data and again no difference between the values of (X/p obtained from 
o 

each analysis was observed. In this case, however, the a/po against 

E/ po curve levell ed off at a value of a/po = 2.28 ± 0 .11 as compared 

with a/po = 2.56 ± 0.12 obtained from the fir st tube. Agreement tlas 

observed with ~lyatt ' s re sult s over the full range of E/ p investigated . 

This seemed to corroborate the hypothesis that the previously published 

r esults of a/po in hydrogen a r e high because of i mpurities. The 

values of a/po obtained are given in Appendix 6. 
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7.3. The First Ionization Coefficient in Hydrogen 

The final values of alp as a function of E/ po obtained o . 

from the present deter minations are given in Figure 54 , and the nu~~rical 

va lue s in Appendix 6. Each point of the curve is the Deon of twelve 

points , four froe Tube 11, four from Tube III and four from Tube IV . 

-8 In these tubes resicual gas pressures of less than 10 mos .Hg. were 

obtained, and uranium hydride purification of the hydrogen was used . 

The QBximum .catter of these points was 3% which compared very 

favourably with the scatter of 8% observed when a residual gas pressure 

of 10-5 mms . Hg . was used with hydrogen purified only through hot 

palladium osmosis tubes. Tubes III and IV had el ect rodes of 

3 .8 cms. diameter compared with 2.2. ems. in tubes 1 and 11 . This 

enabled the maximum gap distance to be increased from 1.0 ems. to 1.8 

ems. whilst maintaining a uniform fi eld. 

The ionization potential o~ hydrogen, 13.59 e .v. li es just 

below the ionization potential of the most likely contaminants, e . g . 

Nitrogen with an ionization potential of 15.60 e .v. and Oxygen , 

Vi = 13.9 c .v. Since at low values of E/ p the mean electron energy 

is low, the probability of ionization of a hydrogen atom will be 

greater than the probability of ionization of an impurity atom with 

a higher ionization energy . At higher values of E/p, however , the 

mean el ectron energy increases and ionization of the impurity atoms 

will become more probable . Hence in hydrogen it shoul d be expecte~ 

that the effect of impurities should be noticed at high values of 

El p . This is observed. At E/ po < 100 volts/cm.om.Hg., the present 
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~esults lie only 6% below the results of Jones and Llewellyn-Jones, 

whilst at E/ po = 350 volts/cm.mrn.Hg. they are 12% lower than Jones 

and Llewellyn-Jones and 3~k lower than those of Davies and Nilne, (51). 

Agree~ent to an order of magnitude only is observed with 

the theoretical values of Emeleus , Lunt and Meek , (75), whereas 

agreement i s noted with the theory of Lewis to within ~~ from 

E/ po = 50 volts/cm.mm.Hg. to c/p = 100 volts/cm.mm.Hg .. Above this 

value, however, Lewis ' curve falls below the present experimental 

values and shows no indication of levelling off. 

If the Townsend relation giving alp as a function of E/ p 

is considered, i.e.: 

alp = A expo -[~ 
TE"!;J 

then Lewis has shown that the shape of the alp - E/ p curve depends 

upon the manner in which f\. and B vary with ~/P. Various eIlcpes 

of curve have been computed for the cases in which A and Bare 

independent of E/ p over all ranges of E/ p , A is independent of E/ p 

but B becomes dependent of E/ p above a certain value of ~/p and for 

the cale in which both I and B are dependent upon E/ p • The present 

values of alp. as a function of E/ p agree with the case in which A is 
o 0 

constont but B varies with E/ above E/ po = 150 volts/cc.mm.Hg. 

If value s of loge a/po are plotte ageinst POl E, Figure 55, it 

aay be seen that the curve is linear up to E/ p = 150 volts/cm.mm.Hg . 
o 

For this range of E/ p , ther efore , a/po may be written 
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a/po = 4.18 expo -(122.5) 
E/ po 

For the region of E/ po over which (X/po is only a very weak 

function of E/~, i.e. for E/ po > 200 volts/cm.mm.Hg., B should 

approach a linear function of E/ p • 
o 

From a graph of B against 

E/p" Figure 56, this effect is clearly seen . In this range 

therefore 

B = 16 + 0.6(E/ po) 

(X/Po = 4.18 exp o -[16 + 0.6(E/ po )] 
E/ po 

so indicating the very weak dependency of (X/ Po on Eh~. 

t s stated above the finally accepted values of (X/po 

were the nea n of twelve values obtained from three different experi-

mental tubes. 

were used. 

For anyone value of E/ p several different pressures 
o 

No variation of a/po with pressure Vias observed so that 

the devi!'t ion from Paschen's law, which will be described later, 

could not have been caused by an alp - pressure dependency, This 
o 

result confirms the conclusions of ~~att, (53), who a l so noted the 

Paschen' s law deviation. 

4 The Generali sed Secondary Coeffici ent in Kvdrogen 7. , 

Values of the generali sed secondary coefficient, Wla, in 

hydrogen \Ver obtained from the current growth curves, taken prior 

to Or\Y b:-eakdown being a llowed , using the analysis given in Appendix 

I . The pr nt values of alp were used with this ana lysi s . 
(1 

The 

W/(X - E/PQvariation 0 obtained indicated that w/a is a rnonotonic 
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function of E/ p throughout the range of E/poinvestigated, no peaks 

being evident as had been reported by Hale, (36,37,38). Because 

of the smooth curve obtained it was iopossible to estimate the 

contribution to W/a of the various individual secondary mechanisms. 

Since the cetostoble state of hydrogen is very weak and is easily 

de stroyed in even a weak electric field, it is reasonable to assume 

that secondary electron liberation due to incident me tastable atoms 

on the cathode plays no significant part in the discharge. This 

then leaves photon bombardment and positive ion bombardment of the 

cathode and since no peaks were observed the effect of these cannot 

be seperated by this approach. 

\~en all pre-breakdown measurements had been taken, breakdown 

potentials were measured as a function of the product of the pressure 

and gap distance, pd. From this data Paschen curves of Vs against 

pd were plotted. Since Paschen's law states that the breakdown 

potential is a function of pd only, i . e. the number of molecules 

between the plates, and not of p or d seperately, values of the 

breakdown potential at different gap distances should coincide so 

long as the pressure is adjusted to keep pd constant. This was 

found not to be so in hydrogen . A family of Paschen curves was 

obtained, each at a constant gap distance , varying p so as to vary 

pd, Figure 57. The breakdown potential was found to increase with 

increasing d at constant pd. Since the values of Vs were reproducible 

to within 1 volt, it may be seen that the discrepancy is outside 

experimental error. These Paschen curves were obtained for values of 
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d ranging from 0.3 cms. to 1.8 cms. and the corresponding values of 

W/a as a function of E/ p were calculated from each by the Townsend 

expression 

f rom the re sulting w/a against E/ p G~rves each at constant d the 

varia tion of w/a with d c uld be obtained at constant E/p • These 
c 

results are given in Figure 58, from which it may be seen that at l ow 

values of d, w/a increases rapidly. 

The cause of the dependence of w/a on d in this region 

VIas originally explained as being due to the ommision of the distance 

an electron must travel in the electric field before it is in 

equilibrium with the field, do, from the above Townsend expression 

for w/a. Since do cannot be calculoted to within ± 5Cf/o from the 

preabreakdown data, an attempt was made to estimate the effect of 

including an arbitrary value of do in the W/a calculation. do was 

assumed to be of the order of the electron mean free path in the gas 

at that pressure and , using this as do, the va lues of w/a were re-

calculated. It was found that inclusion of this value for do in the 

calculation die not r educe the values of wla at l ow value s of d but 

served to further increase the upcurving . Hence it would appear that 

the observed effect is a rea l one. 

A second exp lanation i that the eff ect may be geometric, in 

that as cl increa cs the so lid angl subt ended by the cathode at the 

anode dec r ases and, therefore, since the ma jority of the photons 
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produced in the discharge are produced very close to the anode, the 

nuober of photons striking the cathode will decrease as d increases. 

Hovever, this solid angle will only decrease by a factor of 2 or 3 

in this range and the observed decrease in w/a in hydrogen is a 

factor of ten and in mercury the decrease is a factor of one hundred, 

(54) . The explanation which will account for this variation is 

that the photons are being absorbed in the gas as they cross the gap . 

This is supported by the variation of W/a with pressure reported 

by Jones an Llewellyn-Jones, (47), and by the ceasurements of 

absorption coefficients at Liverpool reported by Meek at the VI 

International Conference on Ionization Phenocena in Gases at Paris, 

1963. This explanation will also account for the variation of the 

oinimum sparking potential , Vsm , with gap distance , d . 

The existence of this deviation from Paschen's law indicates 

that photon bombardment of the cathode must play a considerable part 

towards secondary ionization in hydrogen over the whole range of 

E/p . The complete separation of this effect from the effect of 

positive ions, however, can only be done by temporal gro\1th studies 

which are reing carried out currently in these laboratories. 

5 Note on the Purification of the Rare Gases 7 •• 

As has been indicated in Chapter IV, alp is very sensitive 

to impurity. To obtain helium in as high a state of purity as possible, 

it was originally planned to use liquid helium and to allow it to 

evaporat e into the experimental system vie a capillary leak. The 

~xpense of this project, however, r.~de such Q system impossible and 
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cataphoretic cleaning of the rare gnses was decided upon. This 

method, which has been previously discussed, has the ndvantage that 

it may be used for all the rare gases whilst the liquid helium cethod 

\1e.S restricted to helium. An attempt was made to estimate the purity 

of the helium used by spectroscopic analysis of the ge.s in the 

catnphoresis tube using a spectrometer to mensure the relative 

intensity of the 5047R line of helium and the 6402R line of neon. 

It was hope that the results would show a predominance of neon at 

the cathode and that soce estimate could be made of the relative 

concentrations of each at various points in the glow discharge tube. 

Unfortunately no conclusive data was obtained from this arrangewent . 

Since alp tends to decrense with increasing g'flS purity 

anc al p is given, to a first approximation, by the linenr section of 

the current flow against gap distance curves, the value of the current 

a t a fixed value of d and E/ p should also decrense with increasing 

gas i'urity . This is illustrate in Figure 59. To obtain this curve 

t he current was measured nt various values of d until u~)curving of 

the loge!. v.d. curve was noticed. The gap (U stance was then set at 

a value of c rresponing to the upper end of the linenr section of 

this curve and the cata. horetic clenn-up was started . The decrea se 

of the current was note until it showed no further change. The 

gn ( istance was then reduced ancl the new loge!.v.d. curve was followed 

to as low a value of as possible. In this way the )ossibility of 

a variation of 10 over this period was eliminated. Several experi-

oents \fere then p rforr.1ed keeping E/~ and d constant and observing 
() 
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the variation of I with time when the cataphoresis was started and then 

stopped, Figure 60. It was anticipated that the heating of the gas 

in the closed system by the glow discharge probably affected this curve 

but that the observed variation was far too great to be be due to 

this factor alone. Since the ri ne in t operature of the gas in 

the glow discharge was only in the order of 1000C this, \'Iith a retio 

of glow discharge tube vol~le to expericental system volume of 5:1, 

would give an increase in pressure of 6% and hence a decrease in 

E/ p of 6%. In this range of E/ p this reduction corresponded to a 

reducti on of $0 in (X/ p whi ch would cau se the current f low to be 

lowered by 2ff/o. It may be seen from Figures 59 and 60 that the 

observed reduction is a factor of 10 in one case, an~ a factor of 6 

in the other. Such a reduction is compatible with a reouction of 

17% in (X/p, at lea st 11% of which can be attributed to increasec 

gas purity . 

It oust be stres e that the eXl.eriments described above 

can only be an approximate estimate of the purifying action of 

cataphoresis and that spectroscopic analysis of the glow discharge 

shoul be attempte using monochromotors to determine more accurately 

the reduction in the neon content of the reliuID or the heliULl content 

of the neon at the anode of the cQtaphoresis tube. 

7.6. The First Ionization Coefficient in Heliuc 

The fir st ionization coefficient was detercined in 

heliuo a t three tages of ge purity from experioental tubes V ana 

VI . Re idual gas pressures of 10-10. mes.Hg. were achieved for 
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these experiments. Commercial spectroscopically pure gas was first 

used which was later purified, firstly by standing over activated 

charcoal at liquid nitrogen temperatures and measurements taken at 

this purity and secondly by cataphoresis. The results obtained 

under each of these conditions are given in Figure 61 and Appendix 

7. It may be seen that the pr esent values of a/Ibin cataphoretic

ally clean helium, curve c, lie below all previously published 

experimental results, whilst the present determinations in helium 

purif ied over activated charcoal at -l90oC, curve b, agree well with 

the recent result s of Davies, Llewellyn-Jones and Morgan , (62). 

The results of Chanin, who also used cataphoresis purification, 

given at the International Conference on Ionization Phenomena in 

Gases at Paris, agree to within experimental error, with the present 

results given in curve c. 

It was suggested et this conference that the increase of 

the discrepancy between the present results and those of Davies, 

Lle\Yellyn-Jones and Uorgan wes of en unexpected nature since the 

present results fell increasingly l ower as E/ p increases. In 

helium, with an ionization potential above that of all ~ossible 

contaminants, the largest discrepancy should be apparent at low 

values of E/ D• However , it is not to be expected that the absolute 

discrepancy ill increase with decreasing E/ p but that the percentage 

discrepancy will. Calculation of the ercentage discrepancy in the 

range of E/ p over which the two determinations overlap confirms this, 

being l 4.~h at E/p = 30, l3.~h at E/ po = 50 and 7.&~ at E/ p = 100. o 0 
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This trend is even more apparent when the results of To\'msend and 

EaCcllum and of Gill and Picduck are compared with the present 

results . 

Since it was probable that the ~resent gas samples were 

the purest used to date for aeterminations of alp , it was hoped that 

so De measure of agreement could be reached with theoretical 

predictions . As may be seen from Figure 62, even with the cost 

comprehensive theory yet published , that of Heylen and Lel'lis , (72), 

E there is sti ll a 20% discrepancy at / p = 100 volts/cm.mo .Hg . 
o 

although agreement is sood for E/ po < 30 volt s/cm. mm .Hg •• Only at 

2/~= 10 volts/co .mm .Hg . do the present results overlap the calcul

at ior.s of Dunlop, (77), and at this point the present values fall 

If:Jlo higher . 

The shape of the a / po - ::'/ Po curve in helium is unusual 

in that it has a maxir.lum at E/ po = 850 volt s/ co. r.un .Hg •• This oay be 

due to one of two effects. Firstly , at these high values of E/ p , 

double ionization of the heliuo atoD may occur gi ving .~e ++ ions in 

the gas . Since the analysis evolved to give a l p froe the experi-

mental data only a llows for singly chargee ions the value of alp 

obtained fron the linear section of the current growth curve wi ll 

be overcorrecte and hence th value of alp obtained will be lower 

than the actual value. This hynothesis is supported by the 

extra. al ation of published curves of mean electron energy as a 

function of r../ p in helium, (94), which sugge st that the second 

ionization potential, 54.6 e .v., corresponds to E/ p ~ 800 volts/cm .~~ .Hg . 
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Extre~olation of the ~ean el ect ron energy - E/ p curves obtained 

froe the present work , (Section 7 .7., Figure 66), a lso sU:Jports this . 

Thi s reason would also explain why CXl p froD the lineer section of 

the current growth curves shows no decrease although this oay be 

e~iJlained by the effect on the current gr owth of the increase in 

Wlcx being greater than the decrease in CX/ p in th is range of SI p. 

The explanation which is perhaps IllOSt obvious is that at this value 

of ~/ p the probability of ionization decreases . However, when the 

probability of ionization as a function of incident el ectron energy 

is considered it is fo und that the maximum of this curv~ is at E/ po 

of about 3600 volts/cr,l . IJrJ .Hg ., (96). Therefore , it ~uld appear 

that the decrease in CX/ p with increasing E/ p at ~/ po> 850 vol ts/co . 

~~ .'g ., i s a property of the ana l ysis and is not a real effect . 

It does , however, indicate the onset of doubl e ionization in the gas . 

Using the present value s of CX/ po, 6 curve of loge CXI )o 

against ;lo/ E wes lotted , f igure 63, in or~er to chec!' the validity 

o the Tovmsend expression 

Fro:::! the results thr ee disti ct sections '{ere ap!>arent within each 

of which the above expression is obeyed. The values of I" Bend 

the appa r ent ionization potentia l Vi' given by B/ ~ , are tebulatec 

below . 
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60 - 105 

105 - 350 

350 - 800 
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A 

2.24 

3.6 

4.17 

B -
57.5 

86 

168 

V. I 
.!-l._ 

25.5 

27.6 

40 

From this ta~1e it may be seen that for the first two 

ranges the Townsend equation gives values of Vi ' close to the actu31 

ionization potential of 24.4 e .v •• ,\bove E/ p :: 350 volts/crJ.i!lla.Hg., 
(; 

however, the theory is no longer valid. 
1 

The variation of loge a/po with (P/E)2 gives a more widely 

c~~licabl e expression . This curve is also shown in Figure 63. 

linear relationship is seen to hold for values of E/? fron 30 350 
# 

volts/cm.r.un.Hg. for which the constants are given by C :: 6.5, D = 10.7. 

Therefore, in heliur.l the TO\'/nsend empirical equation may be \,/ritten 

a/ p.:: 6.5 exp o -[~lJ for 30 < E/ po < 350 volts/cm.mrn.Hg. 

~ 
If the electron energy distribution in a gas is ~~~/ellian 

then alp s ould be a function of ~/ E lherees for a Druyvesteyn dis-
1 

tribution alp is a function of (?/ E)2 . It is, therefore, indicate 

that th e electron energy distribution in he liuc is a~proximately 

Druyvesteyn an lies between a Druyvesteyn and e ma~vell ~istribution . 

This conclusion supports the theoretical results of Heylen and Lewis, 

(72) • 

7.7. The Secondary Ionization Coefficient in Helium 

Values of the secondary ionization coeffiCient, W/a, were 

ca lculate 1 from the re-breakdown current growth raeasureoents and 
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these are given in Figures 64 and 65. Peal~s v/ere noted in this 

curve at E/~~ 35, 55 and 105 volts/c~.mc.Hg •• De Groat and 

Penning , (93), have observed that there are four ~ossible excitation 

states of helium which the atoD oey be rai sed to by electron colli sion 

and froo which the atOll may either decay to the ground state with 

the emission of an ultra-violet QUanta, or which are o.etastable and 

can cause secondary electron enission at the cathod~ . These are the 

238 state at 19.75 e .v., the 218 state at 20.6 e .v., the 21p state 

and the 31p E at 21.2 e .v. state et 22.9 \! . v •• At the value of /p 

at which the maximum of a ~)eaf{. is observed it is reasonable to conclude 

that the mean electron ~ergy is equivalent to that value of E/~ . 

The peel at E/ po= 35 volts/cn.mrJ.Hg. Vias then attributed to the 

19.75 e .v. excitation state , the ~/ po= 55 volts/crn.cm.Hg. ,eak to the 

20.6 e .v. or the 21.2 e .v. state the the E/ po = 105 volts/co.mrn.Hg. 

peak to the 22.9 e.v. state. This led to SODe uncertainty as to the 

state causing the peak at G/ po = 55 volts/cn.co.Hg •• i'lhen breakdo\ffi 

potential measurements were oode and the secondary coefficient 

calculated froD t l ese, however, this broad ;>eak wes found to be t'lO 

;>eeks, one at E/ ~D= 50 volts/cD.mm.Hg. and one at E/ po= 60 volts/c~ . 

moo ~g., Figure 65. :'1hen the nean electron energy is equal to the 

ionization potential excitation of the helium atoos will oe a 

oinimwOl and hence the photo-electric contribution to the generoUs\!d 

econ ory coefficient will be a ~ininum . The ionization potential, 

24.6 e.v., oule] then be expected to correspond with the cinirnULl 

of the W/a - E/ p curve since at these values of E/ p the positive 
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ion contribution is approximately constant. 

The final conclusions cen then be tabulated 

E/ p< e.v. 

35 19.75 

50 20.6 

60 21.2 

105 22.9 

155 24.6 

F rOD the se point s a graph of Iilean el ect ron energy , 

as a function of E/ p may be drawn , Figure 66. This curve has been 

ext rapolated to low values of E/ p to include the results of To\vnsend 

end Bailey , (95) . It nay be seen that in the range of E/ p above 
- ~ 

50 volt s/cm.on.Hg., £ is approxi~ately a linear function ~/ p , a 

result previously ,nrrived at by Rcder and Brovm , (90). 

No good conparison can be Qade between the present values 

of W/a and those of previous deterninations since the value of the 

secondary coefficient is so criticel to surface conditions. However, 

;>eaks were found by Davies, Llewellyn-Jones and j'jlorsan, (62), at 

the sane value s of E/ p es observed in the present work, so supporting 

the belief that in heliuo these are real effects . To further 

investigate the secondary nechanisms in hdiuo tcnporel growth of 

ionization rneasurcnents will have to be taken and this ,'/ork is at 

present being carried out in these l aboratories. 
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7.8 . The First Ionization Coeff ici ent in Neon 

Unlike the case of hydrogen and heliuo the values of 

alp as a function of E/ p in neon were all obtained froo one 

~xperioenta l tube . fl residual gas pressure of 10-10 Dr..1s .Hg . was 

obta ined before any gas was Qdtlitted . The gas was purified initia lly 

over activated charcoal at liquid nitrogen temperatures and wes then 

subjected to cataphoretic clean-up in a 250A glow discharge for 

a:Jout a weel' before any o~asur~f.lent s were taken . Pre-brealdown 

currents were measured as a f unction of inter-electrodf separation 

for each va lue of E/ p • To enable values of alp, to be determined 
() 

froo E/ po = 30 volts/cm.mn .Hg . to E/ po= 1000 volts/cm . ~7. .Hg . a 

~)ressure range of 8 nrns . Hg . to 0 .7 Inus .Hg . was used. 7his experi-

Dental data was then analysed by the Davies and -jilne analysis given 

in t ppendix I . 

The resu l ts obtai ned ere su~ri sed in Figure 67 and all the 

nuoerical values ar~ given in Appendix 8 . Once nore t he present 

results f a ll below previous deteroinations because of the higher gas 

:Jurity J due to i r.l) rOved vacuun techniques and better purif ication 

:>rocesscs. notabl e feature of this determination in neon is t he 

very good agre nent with the theoretical values of Heylen and Lewi s I 

(72) I having a C8xinut:l iscrepancy of fila at E/ po = 30 volts/em.nD .Ig •• 

It ha s been shown by Heyl en and Lewi s and by Saloon I (97) I that 

the electron energy istribution in neon is almost l a~1ell ian, as 

it i s in hydrogen , and this is reflected in the sioilarity of the 

shape of the al p - E/ p curves in t he two ga es. 
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The curve shows no maximum as does the helium curve, 

probably due to the mean el ectron energy at a given E/ p in neon being 

lO\'ler than that in heliun and subsequently the second ionization 

potential is not reached below E/ po = 1000 volts/cn.rJO .Hg •• 

At E/ p > 800 volts/cn.nc.Hg., alp. becomes only a 
o 0 

weak function of E/ p , tel.ding to a saturation valu~ of 3 .8 
o 

ionizations/cn .mo .Hg •• A graph of loge a / po against POl E gives 

the values of the constants A and B in the Tovmsend relationshi~ 

A = 2.2 B = 78 for 65 < E/ po < 160 

J = 4 .8 B = 204 for 160 < E/ po < 800 

Above E/Po = 800 volts/co.crn.Hg ., B becomeS dependent on E/ ~o 

but since only 

value of Ef po . 

a few values of alp have been detercined above this 
o 

the variation of B with E/ p could not be investigated. 
o 

9 The Second Ionization Coefficient in Neon 7 •• 

Breakdo\m potentials as a function of the product ~)ods were 

Deasured in neon by keeping the pressure constant and varying d. 

Thi s was done for several values of pressure ancl a series of Pasch~n 

curves was then obtained, Figure 68 . It was observed that the 

curves fell higher up on the Vs axis the lower the pressure . 

in either p or d oay have affected the placecent of the curve 

Errors 

elong the pd axis but since the brealtdo,m potential was Deasurable 

to an accuracy of 0.5% and was reproducible to ± 0 .5 volts, the 

observed variet ion in the ninimun sparking potential, V srn, is to/ell 

outside exp rinental error. Since the electron Bean free path 

increases as the pressure decreases , the electrons t'lill undergo fewer 

collision in the gas at lower pressures. Because of this less 

excitatio will occur and fewer 
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positive ions will be formed and hence a higher potential will be 

required for breakdol'/n at lower pressure than at higher. This 

effect has also been noticed by ~~att in hydrogen, (53), and by Smith 

and Overton in oercur,y vapour, (54, 94). 

Henc ~ it would appear that deviations from Paschenls 

law are evident for two reost)ftf!, the above mean free path variatIon 

and the absorption effect described in section 7. 4 . 

The values of w/cx obtainec fron these breakdo\,ffi 

,otent ial measurements reflect the reduction in secondary electron 

liberat ion as pressure decreases, Figure 69. A peak is observed 

at ~/ po= 180 volts/co.mo.Hg. due to the excitation states at 16.6 e .v. 

Values of w/cx obtained fron current grov~h measurements also exhibit 

this peak . 

Comparison of the positive ion contribution to w/a 

as a function of E/ p in hydrogen, helium and neon, show that for a 

given value of E/ p , W/a increoses as the ionization potential 

increases. This is to be expected since the energy required to 

extract an elect ron from a metal surface is taken predooinant ly froo 

the potential energy of the incident ion and hence the higher the 

potential energy of the ion the deeper froCl within the metal energy 

~n can the elect on be extract ed . 

Compari son of ir t Ionization Coefficient in Hydrogen, Heliuw end 

fleon -
reviou ly in th' thesis, the first ionization coefficient 

has been con idered a alp, the nu~cr of ion pairs producec by an 
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electron moving 1 Cg . in the direction of the el ectric field divided 

by the pressure . The first coefficient may also be defined as the 

nucber of new electrons f~med by an electron falli ng through unit 

potential different whilst moving in the field, 9 . In t hi!J ca se 

? = a/E which is the gradient of the a l p - t / p curve . ? is a 

measure of the efficiency of ionization and from Figure 70 i t may be 

seen that there is a val ue of E/ p for which the ionization ~fficiency 

is a maximum . The magnitude of?, anc the optimum val ue of ~/ p 
101.11 

at which this occurs , E/ po~t . are tabul ated be low. 

9ll 2 E/ popt .volts/cm . mm .Hg. ? max .xlO 

Hydrogen 1 .24 125 

eiiUI!l 1.08 lOO 

Neon 1 .09 60 

t values of E/ p above E/ D the electrons are no opt . 

longer in equilibrium with the field since they are gaining energy 

froe the field faster than they can dissipate it by ionization . 

In this range the mean electron energy wil l tend to increase as cl 

increases so giving a value Of? dependent upon both E/ p and d . 

This effect i s not observed in the present dcteroinatlons but it is 

possible that it Qay be detected if measure~ents of current as a 

function of ap lied otent inl, at a fixed value of d , are ~de , 

changi g the pre sure to keep E/ p constant , and J7 determined froo 

thi ata. 1 Clay be then found to be a function of d at constant 

r. / p . 

The value of ? max. given above are lO\/er than results 
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~reviously published but agreement is observed for values of 

It would appear , ther~fore , that 

r./ u Po~t . is not a critical function of gas purity as i s 

J-
Since the units of ? are ionizations per volt , ? will give the 

energy in volts required to cause on~ ionization in the gas . Since 

the actua l process of one ionization only needs the ionization 

energy , Vi' the excess energy , i.e. (t -V i) volt s 7 must go towards 

excitation of the gas atoms . Therefore the ratio of excitation 

energy to ionization energy , Ve/Vi, at any value of E/ p will be e iven 

by 

Ve/Vi = t -Vi 
Vi 

Curves of Ve/Vi for hydrogen, he lium and neon obtained in this way 

from the pres~ni determinations Of? are given in Fi gure 71. It 

is i mmedia tely obvious that for a ll value s of EJp there i s a higher 

ret io of excitation to ionization in hydrogen than in the other gases . 

Since hydrogen ha s t he lowest ionization potential , 13.6 e .v. as 

O)POS d to 21 .6 and 24.6 e .v., this would not be expected and is 

due t o the occurence in hydrogen of low energy excitation states. 

Converzl y in neon and helium the excitation states are high and 

lie close to t he ioniza tion potential . This is reflected in the 

fac that for the range 50 < E/ p < 200 volts/ c~ .mm .Hg ., excitation 

to all state s i s only about four tines more probable than is 

ionization. 

: furth er f ature of this curve is the linear relationsoi p 
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o VC/ Vi to E/ p for 0 lorge range of E/ p • In helium the function 

19 Hn 0 for E/ p. from 200 - 800 volt s/cm.mc .Hg . and in hydrogen 
Cl 

f 0 200 vo ts/cn . mm .Hg . to th limit of the investigated range at 

G I 0= 0 volts/ca .mm .Hs .. For neon the relationshi~ exhibits a 

i continuity at : 1 0= 500 volt s/co .~ . g . Freo this gra;h it can 

be n th t in hydrogen 

• h liu 

In n on 

Conc l u -, 

r r 

v I 1 ;: 0 .03 -;.. , " 

°0' 
for 200 < El 0< 450 

V IVi ;: 0 .0125 El . + 1.2; 200 < ~' P < 800 o 0 

0.0055 ~/ p + 3 .25; 125 < ~/ ~ < 450 
(J 

V I El ~ Vi ;: 0 .01 + 0 . 5; 600 < ~/. < 1000 
" 

LiOn of alp in hydrog n arc in very goo 
o 

of r.ly tt, ly ng \'1i thin .:t 2//0 ov r the full renge 

u h Q grc nt u&s to be xpected since a 

1 ub long ith .imil r ~s 

9 also observed b t ccn 

fl) -5 of 10 ~l .He . 

of 'nations 

hniqu liqu' i1' . : ing anc 

nd h ·ne t ms probebl t t he 

1 r in th r en 4.11 tube . 

in both 
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c sea, both the nature and the amount of the impurity content were 

si lIar. H nee it oul appear that the agreement observed is not 

for ultou8 but is the I' suIt of similar gas purity . If these 

rofJ It er compared with those obtained using ultra high vacuuc 

techniques, it y b seen that 8t hi h ~/p (~/~ > 250 volts/cm .OD . He . ) , 

s muoh 89 120/0 due to the extra purity so achieved 

sures of the order of 10-9 co ,Hg . are used . 

It u t . tho -for b concluded that the usc of ultra high vacuum 

echn.lqu le: a n C ssity wh n Sos discharge rameters ere being 

sur C: • 

• )r nt r suH in h lium fall below those of Oavies, 

or n, it i b liev cl , due to increased gas 

Th curl' nt gro~th 0 ure~ nl e in ach case ,ere subjecteG 

ry Aioil r yp of analy is . Theor tieal deterrunations 

n h 11uo i that if t.h gas could be obtained in an 

of uri y than ha n us d in th present work, 

- £/po cur would f rth I' 10 red, It i s suggested 

by u in liqul h Hum both s n gas source, 

c , and os a fr ezins traD 

n for thi purpose have 

nf no " i1 ble . Such or \ould 

0 o wh • h I' th glow 'schol' c us d for 

d th y, lues of alp 

I' of t a 'at hI\! atoCllS 

th Cl n J. h 'oul t od to loel' 8 ex 
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at lO;f values of E/~ . This effect is not the sene as the "Penning 

effect" \thich i the result of netastable atoms of a gas other than 

the bul 8 0 end cause s e stepped current gro"th curve at low values 

of d . 0 in ie tion of the "Penning effect" was observed in the 

?f' s nt Of' . 

Since Lh fir t ionizotio) co rr ielent has been found to 

b GO crit.ically cl pendent upon the icpurity content of the gas in 

bot.h h.Ydro n n helium, further work is r quire to investigate 

h purity of th obtained by the teehniqu s d scribed in 

C r VI. Th! may be 00 by either oaS8 s;lectroceter ::leasureoents 

or y ruM!O 10 i charg Qf\ COIll aring the intensity of ::1 

ec 1 lin of th> bulk saB vi h One of t.he icpur i ty ga s during 

he urHi Hon prOC re. 

"\.II' ri n fe tur of the pr sent et rminotions of 

h f r onh tion codf ie! ot in neon i th good a8r coent ith 

he co ob n by cy l n an L wis. This .0flY be 

t1 1 r ults bins Clor accur t than those in 

he o t.he .. tl U r rr et being cry sooU in neon, 

f h 1 Ui:t in uri y in neon "11 be les9 

0 in • tiu . Thi coul be det.ermined by 

h by the detercinat.ion 

or t i not _ ed and in 

h o· 

h pr Hon of the 

W I loo t c rt.oinly th ure t to 
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b~ u to ate with the possible exception of the helium used by 

Ch ni~, (98), \ 0 also used cataphoretic purification and ~hose 

r sults ar to b publish~d in the near future . 

viation froo P schen t s law has been obgerved in all 

t hr e gas s p ntly inv stigatl:d wi th Vs being dependant not 

ut 01 0 on 0 and ds s parately . 19 the pressure 7as 

lncr as at co stont 'ods , t br akdown otential as found to 

cr Thl t~ b explain d s being Uc to less atoes beins 

:>r c t 

i 

t 

t.0' 

th lot s at lower rcssur an hence less ionizetion end 

on occu ing to intain the discharge and subsequent ly a 

0\1 pot ntinl is n ce s rY e VS \l8S foune also to 

h 

ic 

n t 

t nee incr as an his has b en attributec 

.hoton fron the ischergl: and to oton 

each lo se incr nsing as increases . Photon 

to it 

ho on 

ho on . 

n ut 

of 

V 

cUles which would quic!dy 

only n t ~ffcct ~oul be a 

'rh e \toul hay lit Ue effect on t c 

how v r, uch a excite oo lecule 

on its pote tin! enersy y go 

1 Tl 1 ul . In thi 'my the ilhotons 

Wla t'U b subs Quently re uced . 

gop (ist nc nd n ... I 

ule p be \/e n 

p tone so eausinS 

it'lpo nee 0 th 
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geo~etric 10 s of photons and the absorption of photons needs to be 

invcstiget further . By using electrodes of different diaoeter 

the no con be mode to subtend the some solid angle at the cathode 

it different value of cl . Sinca the geometric loss is dependent 

only u on thi olid ngl , it rse,y be expected to be constant under 

h e con . lion on c 01 ge i W/a. with d \/i11 be a measure 

of t.h n efr et only . 

It h be n OWl r ccntly at Swansea, (62), by for:::.nti ve 

ti la t chniqu ,that the pr ocinant secondsry process in helitn:l 

1 loo 10 (or ir ct photon 19510n t the cathode and too fast 

for ith r itiv ion or m t a t ble otoo eoission . ~ del ayed 

n 

ie flo 

hos bean 

in tb 

Tioe log oeasurements are 

to lucidat the ::>rocesses by 

through thCCl nd th pr dooinont oecheni SlJS 

0'01 n h r br 0 do~n . 
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IUffi ~\N/.LYSIS 

To find a 

U ing the Townscn quation involving both ~ri ry 

en econdery ionization 

I = 

an 8 ing three values of curr nt, 11, 12 , on 13, for he 

corre . oncHng v lue of in r- l eetro e gap i tone , dl. ~, on' 

d3 ,by using 2, 13 , and dz 3 I th xpre ion 

3 = exp .a( (1) 
1i 

y e obtoi e • 

1 (2) 

(3) 

.qu (2) (3) 

1 ( 3'" 2) .• (ex( 3- 1) ... I~( 3" 1) .[a( 3- )) 

I ( 2- l) ::: 0 ( ) 

a h only un no rn i n d in r t 1 

::l ho 0 

, , 
J,on I'lU 

v lu f ex, t \ 

a ' .. rl!!!.L 
fllCXiT 

lly n olub • i wton' 



here r(a') i s equation ( 4) and f '(a') is the fir t differential of 

equation ( 4) . In this 'lay a may be found without kno ing 10 or 

do · 

To findW(a 

ngins 

xp . ( 0) = .:......;.....::~.:::J.. _____ _ (5) 
) 

taking 0 lue of curr nt 11, 12 ot th corr ~ pon ing valu of 

ap i ante, 1, 02 0 ub titu in i qu ion (5) nG 

eq ins the 0 quation 0 i limi t 

H ne 

( 6) 

1'0 1 qu t 10n (6) (U/a may b obt'" 1.' ~- ' ex :tlo 1 . w , IUI 10 , .& . U In 0 1"8 

• 
C;o ' 

To find 

known ho v 

f ion (5) 

to = 1/a flo 

Sin 

o 1'\1'\0 

11 lnvolv In th pr lon 
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for 0 t o~y current I I, bet."/e n lectrod 

cc . apart 

( 1) 

If 

n Q = (0)1 a} 

o 

XP . ( ) - :: y (2) 

If i I an urr nt at sa 
wi -lance ( + 0 ) 1 I +6 th n 

y ( = p x ) . -[ a( + ») 

y ~ b titu n fo p . (-ad) in (2) 

Q [ x . (ab )-1] 

8 h or y( ) in V( 'of t} on 

1n .. (W/ a) , W/a y b ul r. • 
10 

fit! 0 0 r . 

lon ( ), th -fo I un r ant! t ion 

a 
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OIL OllETER CALIBRATION 
CURVE. 
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8ch of opproxic:lOtely 1 f: -'1-, 'I r occurately 

I'd 1 l A. I" i tor Qft.cr th y b en 

The ve lu s Y r 

Nominal Va lu Celibr1!t 
- - J 

2. 5 ... .A-

1. 32 ":'4. 

2.016 

2.05 tl J\. 

2 4 

2.05 ".1\0. 

I d A 1.022 ~-"_ 

0.5 1""" o .505 ! .J'\> 

1.005 

H.st. -'\. 13.757 .' A.. 

".n. Or onn d n er! ,th th! 

goin th Cln r 1 ~t.A. hi fOt,l o 

- < 3.6 
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El 0 (XI 
'0 

r e ur 10-8 i dual ca res .. 10-5 
.HS. 

tI y(~on-Rob rt- De ie - In 
on An l y i , only i 

50 0.3 0.31 .38 0.36 

100 1.2 1.22 1.32 1.3 

150 1.83 1. 81 1.93 1.9, 

175 1.98 1.99 2.08 2.1 

200 2. 6 2. 2.16 2,15 

225 2.12 2.1 2.26 2 .• 25 

250 2.16 2.19 2.33 2.35 

3 0 2.20 2.2<1 2.43 2 . ·· 

. lSO 2.20 2.25 2. 2. J" 

~ 0 2.22 2.28 2 . 55 2 .55 

2.22 2.28 2.5 2.5 
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.:./ a/ 
~ 0 

Spect roscopicelly Purifi d over oct- Ceto hor ure 
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350 4.2 3 .26 2. 58 

'OC ~ . 54 3 .18 2 .76 

5CO 5 .35 3 .80 2 .93 
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70C 6 .32 4.24 3 .32 

800 6 .7 4.30 3 .1 

9 6.85 4.16 3 .34 
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15C 6 . 5.1 
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